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I. THE DEPOSITORY LIBRARY ACT OF 1962

The year 1972 marked the tenth anniversary of the Depository Library
A..a. of 1962 (PL 87-579; 76 Stat. 352) whiáh was approved August 9,1962.
This law represented the first major change in the depository library
program for U.S. government documents in forty years. In 1922, the pro-
gram had been changed to permit a depository library to select only those
items which it wanted, rather than having to accept all items offered.
(42 Stat. 436)

Earlier 1

The depository library program had its origins during the 13th Con-
gress, 2d session when by resolution of December 27, 1813 (3 Stat. 141)
Congress authorized 200 additional copies of certain documents printed
for distribution "for every fature Congress" to state and territorial
governments, and to certain academic institutions and historical societies.
The present system of depository. libraries is considered to have been es-
tablished in the late 1850's when by joint resolution of January 28, 1357
(11 Stat. 253) which was further amended by jo!.nt resolution of March-10;
1858717:Stat. 368) the practice of designatinv depository libraries was
formalized. Each representative or delegate was authorized to designate
one library within his district or territory. By Act...,of February 5, 1859

(11 Stat. 3130) Congress extended the designation privilege to each Sen-
ator, and assigned the program to the Secretary of the Interior.

The General Printing Act of January 12, 1895 (28 Stat. 611) trans-
ferred responsibility for the depository library system from the Dopart-
ment of the Interior to the Government Printing Office, where the program
has since been administered by The Superintendent of Documents. The fol-

lowing types of libraries had also been specifically designated by law
without regard to location: (1) state libraries, one per state; (2) all
land grant college libraries (34 Stat. 1014); (3) libraries of the execu-
tive departments, one per department; (4) service academy libraries; and
(5) other special designations.

Another landmark was the Act of June 23, 1913 (38 Stat. 75) which
provided that once a depository was designated, that designation could
not be removed involuntarily without cause. This was designed to temove
the program from a "spoils system" whereby a Congressman might arbitrar-
ily cancol a designation to appoint a favored library of his choice. With
redistricting, this has also resulted in an excess of representative
designated depositories in some districts.

Major Changes In Depository Library /lot of12.62.

The main change in the Depository Library Act of 1962 was that which
authorized the establishment of the regional libraries. This also in-
cluded a provision whereby selective depositories could discard any
depository publication which they had held at least five years, with the
permission of Oe regional library. This report is concerned specifically
with ne status of the regional library program ten years after the en-
actment of this law: how the responsibilities of regional libraries are
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interureted, and what prosrama the regional lihrAries are conaiwuna to
fulfill these responsibilities. It is based on an analysis of responsod
to a mail questionnaire sent to ail rogionca librarlep (attached as Ap-
pendix A), review of the literature, and personal visits to regional
libraries. Completed questionnaires were received from 34 regional
libraries. The author is himself the documents librarian at a regional
library where he has been personally involved with the program for nearly
five years. However, before proceding to the principal investigation
of this report, a brief review will be made of other major changes to
the depository library program by the 1962 law.

In addition to the establishment of the regional libraries, the other
major changes resulting from the Depository Library Act of 1962 include
the following:

a. Increased the number of Congressional designations by each
representative and senator from 1 to 2. This theoretically increased the
possible number of such designations by 485 libraries. The increase was
limited to 443 libraries since, due to redistricting, 42 districts had
already filled their full new quota of two representative designations. 2

b. Incrensed the number of depository decignations from one per
each executive department to such additional depository libraries within
the executive departments and independent agencies wtich would not exceLd
the number of major bureaus or divisions of such departments and agencies.
A maximum number of 250 possib%e depositories was originally estimated as
falling within this category.

c. Authorized the distribution of non-GPO publications within
the depository library program. Previously the program had as a prac-
tical matter been limited to publications4printed by, or under the super,
vision of the Government Printing Office.

Increase in Number of Congressional Designations.

The major change which the promoters of the Depository Library Aot
of 1962 desired was an increase in the authorized number of congressional
designations. The most critical problem was claimed to be the need for
additional depositories.5 This situation occarrad despite the fact that
in 1962 there were 126 existing vacancies, of which 116 were congressional
designations. However, the vacancies did not exist where the depository
designations were desired, or needed. The main fault appeared at that
time to be (and still does) basing the program on the representative
district.

The number of representatives is limited by law to 435. This

theoretically limits the number of such designations now to 870. Since
the law does not authorize an increase in the total number of represen-
tatives due to population changes, no increases had been authorized in
the number of representative designations as the population increased.
After each decennial population census, the number of representatives
are reapportioned among the states. Thus, in actual practice, a limited
number of additional depository designations may be created by each re-
districting due to provision of the law which prohibit.; withdrawal



of a depository designation involuntarily without cause. On the other
hand a previously unused designation may be lost by such redistricting.

Another contributing factor is the wide disparity in population
among congressional districts, and the fact that educational institutions

and other important library f acilities are not uniformly scattered
throughout the districte.b In 1962 the population of the districts
ranged from a low of 177,431 (12th Michigan) to a high of 1,014,460

(28th California). The 1970 Census of Population showed a range of a

low of 288,482 (2d North Dakota) to a high or 871,862 (35th California).(

The academic library has become increasingly important in the
deeositor3r library system. At present, academic libraries necount for a
total of 66% of all depository libraries. Academic libraries accounted
for 70% of all depository libraries designated since 1962.

In order to accomodate this disadvantage of tying the number of
depositories to specific geographical areas (congressional districts),
the American Library. Association representaLives proposed at the Senate
subcomndttee hearings in 1962 that additional senatorial designations
should be authorized for each state, based on population.8 It was hoped

that this would help to achieve the desired amount of flexibility within
the program. This proposal was not incorporated into the 1962 law.

In 1972, a total of 1,341 depositories were authorized by esixting

law. This figure may be understated since it is based on an estimated
number of 125 depositories for executive departments and independent
agencies and their major bureaus or divisions.9 The total number of
depository libraries designated in April 1972 by type and locations are
shown in Appendix B. The total number of new depository libraries which
have been designated since 1962 is shown in Appendix C, broken down by
type and location.

One of the most significant facts which emerges from the figures in
Appendixes B and C is the extent to which the academic library dominants
the depository library system. it would 'appear that the system is devi-
ating from its stated purpose of making "government publications available
for the free use of the goeral public". (44 U.S.C. 1911) Its main pur-
pose now appears to be support of higher eduation.

Another significant fact about these figures is the extent to which
the original estimates for the number of new depositories was grossly
underestimated on one hand (for congressional designations), and on the
other hand was grossly overestimated (for federal agency designations).
As for congressional designations, the Senate subcommittee appeared to
place a great deal of Confid en c e in the estimate made by Clifton Brock
as reported in his article, "The Federal DeporAtory System; a Proposal
for Changen.10 This article was republished in the appendix of the
hearings-11 Brock's study .was made before the bill was amended to
authorize an additional designation for each Senator.

Broek concluded that the number of new representative designations
would not reach the theoretical. tvtal of' 435, but would be limited to
342 new depositories, and that "it was extremely unlikely that the total



number would be higher than 244 ... but a realistic estimate would seem
to place ttift probable number of new depositories somewhere between 100
and 150." " Brock based his analysis on the now discredited assumption
"that a district which has not taken advantage of its depository privilege
under present law is extremely unlikely to take advantage of additional
opportunity under the proposed law." 13

Brock also discounted as l'unrealisticn the proposal that each dis-
trict which already has one authorized depository would wish to add an
additional one. This is true in some cases. However, his primary example
of the 6th Alabama district to illustrate this point shows the fallacy of
this study. He concluded that the most likely candidates for the added
designation were a medium size public library and a small college lierary.
He felt that neither wpuld wish to beeome a depositery, and in fact ap-
parently neither did.14 The designation has since been taken by the
University of Alabama Law School Library. The University of Alabama Main
Library already had the representative designation for that district, and
is now d regional library. This was an unforseen element, but certainly
not a surprising developinent when one considers the large amount of legal
materials available through the depository system.

In addition to the University of Alabama, 24 other lee school libraries
gained depository status since 1962. Three bills have also been introduced
in the 92d ;.'ongress which would authorize every accredited law school to
obtain depository status, if it so des ired.1.5 The Superi.ntendertt of
Documents estimated the number of librariee in this category to be ap-
proximately 300. 16

Another development which Brock and otherlfnay not have foreseen is
the extent to which junior and corununity college libraries wished to be-
come depositories (27 new depositories since 1962). Seven of the nine
state libraries which became new depositories since 1962 also used con-
gressional. designations. Each state is authorized only one designation
by law for a state library. However, a state may have three cr four
libraries which qualify for that designation: state (or supreme court)
law library; state historical society; state library commission (usually
associated with the state department of education); state branch library
dictated by geography; or a multi-purpose state library.

A Senate bill (S.2227) which would authorize the library of each
state's highest appellate court to be designated as a depository passed the
Senate on July 16, 1971. The bill is still in House committee. Four such
libraries are presently depositories and have used the state library desig-
nation. In three of these states, the state library had to use a congres-
sional designation to obtain depository status.17

The situation in 1972 is again approaching the critical and .para-
doxial stage it did ten years ago. Thero are a number of libraries which
wish, and deserve to acquire depository status, but are unable to, due
to a lack of congressional vacancies in their district and/or state.
Meanwhile, there are 195 vacancies elsewhere (22 senatorial, and 173 rep-
resentative) which in many cases cannot be effectively assigned. The same
solution has been proposed in 1972 that was proposed a decade earlier:
increase the number of representative designations. Five identical bills



sponsored by 48 representatives have been introduced in the 92d Congress
to increase the number of representative designations from two to three
for each distrist.18

Thirty six sponsors of these bills have used up their representative
designations. Nine sponsors still have one vacancy each, and three spon-
sors have twp vacancies each. However, the problem is most vividly por-
trayed in the district of one of the sponsors. The Rhode Island second
district already has seven depository libraries, which apparently are
not enough for that particular distrint. These libraries used the fol-
lowing types of designations: two representative, three senatorial, one
land grant college, and one state library designation. Meanwhile, the
neighboring first Rhode Island district has vacant its full quota of two
representative designations. The district of one other sponsor has also
used three senatorial designations in addition to its allotted two rep-
resentative designations (Hawaii second district).

However, there is another factor which aggravates this situation as
it did in 1962. There are a number of depositories which do not deserve
the designation; but there is a reluctance for them to voluntarily give,
or be forced to give it up. Some of the newly designated depositories-
probably fall into this category and compound the problem. An Illinois
State Library Survey in 1971 showed that 9% of the Illinois depositories
had selected 10% or less of the items offered by the Superintemdent of
Docu'Isnts, and 44% had selected 25% or less of the items.19 These results
were similar to those of the Powell Report of 1956 which indicated/that
at that time 12% of the depositories selected 10% or less of the items of
fered, and 24% sele:Ited 25% or less of the iters.20 I feel that any
depository which selects fewer than 10% of the items is wasting that des-
ignation and should have it withdrawn, and that any depository which selects
fewer than 25% of the available items should have the quality of its selec-
tions investigated ts determine if the depository serves the public need.21

Increase in Number of Federal Depository Libraries.

The number of new dapositories of independent agencies, and of major
bureaus and divisions of executive departments and agencies has fallen below
expectations. It was estimated that the number would fall between 25 mmd
250. After ten years the minimum figure has not yet been reauhed. The

libraries of only five independent agencies, and of 18 major bureaus or
divisions of the executive department have beconm depositories. The
Superintendent of Documents has since reduced the estimated total possible
to 125. However, I feel that this figure is too low when one considers
tne type of Department of Defense libraries which have taken advantage of
this provision (post general libraries, military school libraries, etc ).
The Federal Library Committee has compilEi a directory which lists over
1,900 federal libraries.22 no effort has been made to determine how many
of these libraries would qualify for depository status if they yrished it.

The fact that not many federal libraries wish to become depositories
is a welcome development, siiIce this type of depository again fails to
serve the basic purpose of the law which is to make government documents
of public interest or educational value available for the free use of the
general public. The Public Printar pointed this out when the bill was



considered, and suggested that this provision was designed merely as an
"easy means" for agencies to acquire publications on automatic distribVtion
from a central source.23 This ccnclusion was verified by the witness for
the Executive Department at the Senate hearings. He testified that the
main reason for wanting this provision was to obtain one-stop service for
easily obtaining government publications of other agencies for use of their
own agency personne1.24 The federal depository 11.braries were further placed
outside of the regular depository system when they. were authorized to dis-
pose of unwanted publications by offering them to the Library of Congress
or the National Archives, rather than requesting permission of the regional
libraries, (44 U.S.C. 1907) A curious f act about the subsequent history
of this provision is that the Library of Congress has not-requested
depository status.

Non-GPO Public trtions.

hnother significant charge in the Depository Library Act of 1962 was
that provision which authorized the distribution a non-GPO publications
through the depository 1ibrary system. This part. of the program has not
been very well funded or supported. Ten years later, only three executive
departments are participating to a very limited extent in the program.
Only 62 non-GPO items are available for selection as follows: Bureau of
the Census (20 items); Department of the Interior (12 items); and Depart-
ment of Labor (32 items).45

The law has several basic weaknesses which prevent it from achieving
any degree of: success. Those publications can be exempted from depository
distribution which are determined by their issuing agency to be "required
for official use only or for stictly administraLive purposes," (44 U.S.C.
1902) The law provides little incentive for issuing agencies to declare
their publications eligible for depository distribution, since it requires
that they (rather than the Government Printing Office whieh administers
the program) should pay the cost of publications provided, plus the cost
of shippthg to the GPO warehouse. GPO is required to pay only for the
handling and distribution costs once they have been received at its ware-
house. (144 U.S.C. 1903)

The library profession may have underestimated the number of non-GPO
publications produced and the difficulty in making them available, and
overestimated their value to librari63. I think that a better analysis
of the situation will be found in the testimony of Mr. James Harrison
(former Public Printer) before the Senate subcommittee in 1962 than in
the comments of librarians in the library- literature. Mr. Harrison had
previously been a staff member of the Joint Committee on Printing, and
stated the problem as follows:

"Sommne has got to get in there with a pitchfork, and it llter-
- ally amounts to that ,ghen you see these (non-GPO) publications.20

I just can't imagine the total amount of the number of publi-
cations that would be printed by the field printing system that we
are talking about here. It is just astronomical.2? ... I think
that an evaluation has to be made as to whether there is enough to
make the tremendous effort worldwide in separating the few gital_;s_
pf wheat from the Lnany mountains of chaff," 28 (italics mine

9
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II. REGIONAL DEPOSITORY LIBRARIES.

Functions of Regional Depository Libraries.

The Depository Library Act of 1962 prescribes the additional tune-
tiorigof the regional depositories as follows: they "shall receive from
the Superintendent of Documents copies of all new and revised Government
publications authorized for distribution to depos itory libraries" .
and they will "retain at least one copy of all Government publicr.cions
either in printed or microfacsimile form (except. those authorized to be
discarded by the Superintendent of Documents); and within the region
served will provide interlibrary loan, reference service, and assistance
in the disposal of unwanted Government Publications." (44 U.S.C. 1912)

The survey included four major parts directly related to the func-
tions listed above: retention policy, disposal policy, interlibrary
loan, and reference assistance. Two additional parts of the survoy were
devoted to questions of general administrative information, and federal
support. The latter subject was considered as a major issue in the earlier
hearings by the House subcommittee in 1957 and 1958. 1 This report. covers
those six parts in the order in which they were listed on the question-
naire (copy attached as Appendix A). The report will frequently rtafer
to questions by the number used on that questionnaire.

Numbers, Types, and Service Area.

By the spring of 1972, 41 depository libraries located in 35 states
had accepted the added responsibilities of a regional library. A list
of these regional libraries will be foand in Appendix D. They included
the following types of libraries: 22 academic, 15 state, and 4 public.

Each state is authorized to have two regional depositories, which is
the situation in seval.. states. However, these seven states are not
necessarily those with the largest number of depositories. The three
states with the largest number have only. one regional library:California
with 84, New York with 68, and Ohio with 50 depositories. On the other
extreme, Arizona with lane, and New Mexico Inith only seven depositories
have two regionals each. One of the three Nevada depbsitories is
regional library.

It had been anticipated th at. some of the smaller states might join
together and be served by one regional. This has been done in two cases.
The University of Maine Library serves not only the nine other depos-
itories in its own state, but also the eight depositories in Vermont,
and the eight depositories in neighboring Now Hampshire. The Denver
Public Library shares responsibility for serving Colorado depositories
with the University of Colorado, and also serves the seven depository
libr arios in Wyoming. However,, this is a tempor ary situat ion until a
Wyoming depository assumes the regional responsibilities in that state.
It appears that similar arrengement might be made in several other cases.
For example, the eight non-federal depositories in Rhode Island might be
servcd by the regional depository in either neighboring Connecticut or
Massachusetts. The five depos itory libraries in Delaware and the three
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depositories in the District of Columbia which are riot libraries of
federal government agenc les might be served by the regional library in
Maryland.

Two of the regional libraries share their responsibilities with
another nearby library: Wisconsin State Historical Society with the
University of Wisconsin, and North Dakota State University with the
University of' North Dakota.

When one includes the depositories which serve two or more states,
37 of the 50 states are provided regional library service. Depository
libraries in those states which are not served by a regional are required
to retain permanently. all depository publications, with only those ex-
ceptions granted to regional libraries. This does not include the
depository libr arias of federal government agencies which are authorized
to request disposal instructions from the Library of Congress or the
National Archives.

_Although the three states with the largest number of depositories
have only one regional library, it is believed that such states could
justify the need for more than the maximum of two regionals authorized
by law. During the House hearings in 1957 and 1958 the opinion was
expressed that some of the larger states might need three or more
regionals, while the smaller states might need only one, or might join
cooperatively with several adjoining states to be served by one regional
library.2 In the three large states mentioned, the regional library is
a state library of the multi-purpose type. It is believed. that these
three state libraries form the apex of a state wide general. library
regional service, and they therefore may consider the regional library
depository service to be an integral part of this general library ser-
vice. The intent of the 1962 law was that the regional depository lib-
rary network would include only the other depositories in the region,
and not all other non-depository libraries.

In those states which have two regional depositories, the division
of responsibilities has been based primarily on geographic location.
However, in one state in which one of' the regionals is an academic
library and the other a public library, this division of responsibility
has been partially based on type of library.

Or anization of Documents Collection.

The regional libraries were asked in question 7 of' the question-
naire to describe how their documents collection was organized. Of the
34 t-esponding libraries, the results were as follows: separate collec-
tion - 17; integrated collection - 2; and separate, partially integrated
collection - 15. Those libraries which answered that their collection
was partially integrated were asked to provide a rough estimate in per-
centages of the number of' titles in the separate and integrated parts of
the collection, and the amount of shelf space occupied by each part. The
avezbage for those responding was that aporoximately 85% of the titles
were located in the separate part of the collection, and they occupied
85% of the total shelf space.
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An earlier survey with the same question which was directed only to
the 22 academic regional libraries3 resulted in what I consder to be a
more realistic figure: 135 % of the titles were located in the separate
part of' the collection, and they occupied only 60% of the total shelf
space. The type of titles which are normally integrated into the general
library collection are voluminous serials in bound volumes; for example,
the C2ngassional Record which is a single title occupies a considerable
amount of shelf spane and is a prime candidate for integration.

The survey did not ask wIlat kind of titles were integrated. At the
University of Maryland, a regional library, the following tynes of items
are integrated into- the general library collection:

(1) Periodicals.

(2) Monograph series, such as:

(a) Numbered publications in series which use a simple
consecutive numbering system (ex. Department of Agriculture depariaental
series, Bureau of Labor Statistics Bulletins, etc.)

(b) Decisions/Opinions of Courts and Administrative or
Regulatory Agencies (ex. U.S. Reports, I.C.C. Reports, Internal Revenue
Bulletin, etc.)

(c) Other legal materials (ex. Federal Register., Code of
Federal Regulations, U.S. Code, U.S. Treaties, 747.)

(3) Annual renorts of executive departments and independent
agencies.

(4) Significant yearbooks and annual statistical compilations.

(5) Final bound census reports.

The survey also did not ask what type of organization the regional
documents librarians consider most appropriate for a permanent collection.
In his Instructions to penositorx Librarios, the Superintendent of Doc-
uments recommends that depository publications "should receive the same
care and treatment as privately published materials, such as books and
periodicals. They need not be held together as a special depository
collection." le These Instructions make no distinction between regional
and selective lepositories on the manner in which they organize their
collection. qowever, since the collection of a regional library is the
permanent. one,--for its ragion, I feel that the security and integrity
of the colleCtion- should be given full consideration, and these might
be better server! by a separate collection. However, the author ad-
ministers a paitially integrated collection as indicated above, and
feels that this method is otherwise preferred for handling a large
documents collection.

12
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III: RENTENTION POLICY.

Tho socond part of tho survoy considorod tho rotontion policy of tho
rogional dopositorios . Tho rogional library has tho permanont doeumonts
colloction for its rogion The survoy attompted to dotormino if this hrd
any effact on its rotention policy for thoso categorios of items which it
Tans authorized to disc ard in fe wicordance th soction 11 of tho Ins true-
tions to Dopository Libraries.

Following tho mailing of tho quostionnairo, it was loarnad that tho
Suporintandont of Documents hatd transforrod tho library proviously main-
tained in tho Public Documonts Dopartment to the National Arehivos. By
agroomont betwoon the Public Printor and the Archivist of the United Statos
tho colloction was transforrod as an archival unit, and will retain its
prosont SuDoos classification schomo. This should mako tho colloction,
which will remain intact, moro accossiblo to rosoarchors than horetoforo .

gonoral, it may bo concludod thot tho fact tho regional library
has tho pormanont colloction for its region did not niter in any way its
rotontion policy with rogard to tho itoms montionod. If tha regional
chose to rotain any motorials which it was authorized to discard, it did
so only for local roasons to bottor sorvo its own cliontollo, or in somo
ens os to provido duplicatos or circulation copios for interlibrary loan.
Tho results of tho answors to thoso quostions aro discussed bolow, sinco
thoy havo application to othor dopository

Bills and Rosolutions.

In rasponso to quostion 11, "do you rotain bills and rosolutions
moro than ono yoar beyond tho closo of tho Congrss?", 18 rogionals an-
sworod "yos" and 16 answmed "no". However, of thoso answoring "yos",
only four librarios indicatod how long thoy kopt thou'. (Tho quostion-
naire should hay() soocifically requostod this information.) Throe of
those librarios answered "two yoars", which is tho length of ono Con-
gross; i.o. thoso librrrios apparontly kopt tho bills of only two Con.
grossos, tho current ono and tho past ono. Tho other library ropliod
that it kopt bills for tho past five Congresses. Two acadomic regional
librories ropliod that tho law school librarios on their campus retainod
bills of past Congrossos. Another rogion4 roportod that it dopanded
on the Canter for Rosoarch Librorios for old bills and rosolutions .

Of tho sixteon libraries which indicatod that thoy did not 'mop
bills boyond tho roquirod rotontion px.^iod, ctll ropliod that thoy did
not got a microfilm odition of thom. Tho Library of Congross has a
pro joct to copy bills of past Congrossos cn microfilm. It has micro.
filmed the bills of all Congrossos through the 65th, and apparently
intonds to bring this sorvico up to dato. This is ono typo of docuznont
which lends itsolf to microform copy and uso. Thoso old bills tre usa-
ful in t: acing logislation. Howovor, considering th3 largo number of
bills on which thore is no action, and largo numbor of idontical bills,
it is very spaco consuming to savo tho ontiro sot for thoso fow bills
which may bo noodod lator. Ono conunenckblo thing which nogatos this



requirement is the frequent practice of reproducing the bills in the pub-
lished hearings which consider them.

Congressional Record.

In response to question 10, "do you retain all, or part of the daily
Congressional Record after the bound volumes have been received?", only
threw regionals answered "yes". Unfortunately, they did not explain which
parts they kept, or for how long. (The questionnaire should have reques-
ted this information.) However, I have visited one of the libraries which
answered "yes", and it was observed that this library had retained the
daily Congressional Record for at least the past ten Congresses. The
documents librarian indicated that these older daily editions had been
used to verify differences with the final bound volume. Congressmen may,
of course, edit their remarks before public ation.

The general response to this question was that most regional libraries
retained all of the daily copies of a volume until the bound index parts
appeared. The paging in the daily edition is, of course, different from
that in the bound volume. Several depositories specifically iridicated
that in the past they had retained the appendix of the daily edition since
these were not republished in the final bound volumes. However, with the
start of the 90th Congress, 1st session in 1967, the "Extension or Remarks"
(appendix) section has been republished in the bound volumes. Prior to
this, a library which discarded the appendix might obtain this material on
microfilm from the Library of Congress.

Serial Set, Slip Laws, TIAS, and Census Reports.

In response to question 11, "do you retain advance copies of any of
the following (i.e. Congressional reports and documents, slip laws, TIAS,
and preliminary census reports) which are later superseded by bound vol-
umes?", the general concensus was that regional libraries do not retain
these materials, except as indicated below for specific items.

With respect to Congressional reports and documents which are later
superseded by the Serial Set, 11 regionals answered a qualified "yes",
namely that they might retain selectively for more important publications.
Although they did not specifically identify these publications, it is sus-
pected that in most cases they were "documents" rather than "reports",
probably such titles or series as the debate topics, inaugaral addresses,
etc. However, one regional replied that it retained all of them.

With respect to slip laws which are later superseded by the Statutes
-t Laze, 10 regionals rerorted that they retained these. Four of these
"yes" answers were qualified by the remark: "a few", "some", and/or
"selectively". Slip laws contain a brief legislative history which is
not republished in the Statute8. With respect to Treaties and Other
International Acts SerifTar (S) which are superseded by U.S. Treaties,
10 libraries replied that they retained these.

With respect to preliminary census reports, which are later super..
seded by final bound reports, six libraries answered with an unqualified

14
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"yes", and 11 other libraries answered with a qualified "yes", the qual-
ification being they limited their retention to reports pertaining to the
local area, state, or region only.

It appears that the main reason .a depository might retain the advance
copies of these materials is to have duplicate copies available for circul-
ation. Retention of the advance copies provides certain advantages for
circulation and interlibrary loan, and even for use within the library.
The bound volumes incorporate tens and hundreds of individual reports,
documents, laws, treaties, and state or subject census reports in one vol-
ume. Usually a researcher needs to consult only one of the smaller pub-
lications within the larger bound volume. In the case of interlibrary
loan, using an advance copy will reduce the postage charges and will limit
the number of individual publications which must be removed from the lib-
rary, and therefomnot available for use locally during the loan period.

Loose Leaf Page Changes.

In response to question 12, "do you filo loose leaf page changes?",
only one regional r&plied "no". However, nine of those which answered "yes"
qualified their answer by the general comment that this was limited to only
"important" or "heavily used" documents. It is suspected that the remaining
"yes" answers should be qualified by this remark. It is inconceivable to
me that many depositories, whether or not they are regionals, are inter-
filing loose-leaf page changes for the many krzy Regulations. and Federal
Item Identification addes which are being issued. The superseded pages
may, of course, be discarded after the revised pages have been interfiled.

Revisions and Ephemeral Materials.

In response to question 13, "do you retain older editions of publi-
cations which have been revised or superseded by new editions?", the gen-
eral concensus is that regional libraries do not retain these materials.
However, 7 regionals answered an unqualified "yes". Nineteen regionals
answered this question with a qualified "yes", or listed major exceptions.
The major exception is for those publications which might have historical
value or interest. This is, of course, a subjective determination and
might vary widely with each librarian. The historical value of older
editions of a publication may not become apparent until years after they
have been discarded for new editions. How many depositories, for example,
have retained all editions of Children Is Bureau publication number 8,
Infant Care?

The response to question 14 about retention' df "annual or biennial
publications of a statistical nature which merely revise figures or infor-
mation and bring them up to date" apneared meaningless. This is probably
due to the fact most librarians don't know what publications belong in
this category-. The Superintendent of Doments provides two examples in
his Instructions to Depository, Libraries: Index of Specifications and
Standards, and Lig.Lit Lists. Both of these examples, and indeed this
entire category might be better considered to fall under the general
category of "revisions".
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In response to question 15, "do you retain material which has an ex
piring effect date, such as Civil Service examination announcements, self
expiration date circulars, etc.?", the general concensus was that regional
libraries do not retain these ephemeral materials permanently. However,

there were 7 regionals which replied an unqualified "yes" to this question,
and two a "yes" qualified by the remark "some". Liekwise in response to
question 16, "do you retain the daily House calendar other than the final
volume?", the general concensus was that regional libraries keep only the
current issue, and possibly the latest Monday issue since it contains a
subject index. However, 7 regionals did answer "yes" to this question.
One of these regionals replied that it planned to discard them in the
future, while another replied that it kept only those for "the most recent
Congresses."

Depository Publications in Microform.

The survey questionnaire also asked several questions about the policy
of regional libraries un microforms. In the early 19501s,the Superintendent
of Documents authorized all depositories to substitute miorofacsimile copy
for any depository publications provided they were properly referenced and
located so as to be readily accessible to use, and provided also that the
necessary reading equipment was available. This was one of the first major
breakthroughs for depository libraries to discard certain types of materials
which may have been little used, or required large amounts of space.

This discarding is, of course, limited by the type and extent of meter.
ials available in microform. The bulk of these available materials have
been those published by the Readex Microprint Corporation in two main series:
Congressional Serial Set which is now available through 1913 (62d Congress),
and Depository Documents set which is published currently and is available
back to 1956. Several voluminous and space consuming serials are available
in microform from several publishers: i.e. Debates and Proceedings of Con.
gress (Congressional Record and its predecessors) and the Federal Register,.

Current Congressional hearings became available on microfiche in 1970
from the Congressional Information Service (CIS). In addition, Greenwood
Publishing Company has undertaken a major project to make all earlier
hearings available on microfiche. Hearings through the 83d Congress (1954)
are available from this publisher. Hearings were not generally available
as depository items prior to 1938. Greenwood Publishing Company has also
undertaken a project to make older Census reports available on microfiche.
Current reports of the 1970 Censuses of Population and Housing are being
made available on microfiche by the National Technical Information Service.

All of these are examples of rather voluminous materials which occupy
a considerable amount of Shelf space in hard copy, and which would provide
a savings in space if held'enly in 'microform. Other depository publications
are available in microform; Most'of these will be found listed under the
wU.S" entries in Guide to Microforms in Print.2

16



Microforms and G.

The question and problem of microforms occupied a key role in the
hearings on the Depository Library Aut of 1962. The bill as introduced
in 1957 contained the provision that regional depositorief: would retain
"two or more copies .. either printed, miu;oprinted, or miorofilm form"
of all depository publicetions. (H.R. 9186, 85th Congress). The wit-
nesses representing the library profession objected to this provision,
testifying that two copies were not needed for all publications, and
that this requirement would result in doubling the amount of storage
space needed at a substantial increased cost.) As a result, the re-
quirement for retention of two copies was deleted.

When the bill was again introduced in 1962 (H.R. 8141, 87th Congress),
it required that regional libraries would permanently retain one copy of
each publication (either hard copy or microform). In addition to receiving
one copy of every new and revised depository pubiicaaon, the regional
libraries would "be entitled to receive a microfacsimile copy of those
Government publications which the Superintendent of Documents determines
to be suitable for such form of reproduction and can be furnished by
him within the limit of available appropriatiohs." The intent of this
provision was that regional libraries would bo provided microforms of
older, voluminous, and/or little used materials which they might tl-en
discard in order to save space. However, the Public Printer and the
Superintendent of Documents were opposed to this provision and caused
it to be stricken from the bill before passaro. The reasons for their
opposition included the following: lack of standardization among
microform, lack of in-house capability at GPO to produce microforms,
and added cost to the government.

Barely ten years later in 1971 the Public Printer and Superintendent
of Documents did an 180 degree turn and proposed their own microform
publishing program. However, this program would provide microform copies
of new and revised publications which would be distributed in lieu cf the
more expensive printed copies at a cheaper cost per copy.5 The present
GPO microform pOlishing program is being promoted as a cost saver- to
the government. The 1962 proposal on the o%hor hand was intended to be
a cost, and space saver for the depository libraries, specifically the
new regional depositories.

In response to question 17 regarding microform collections, only
four regional libraries replied that they did not have some collections
of government publications in microform. In addition to the microforms
of depository materials mentioned above, the following items were also
mentioned: lautpent of State Newsletter, and Official Gazette. Many
non-depository documents collectioks in 0:1roferm were also mentioned:
Readex Microprint Corporation non-depository documents (published cur-
rently and available back to 1953), JPRS translations in microfilm, DASA
technical reports, AEC technical reports, ERIC research reports, Patent
specifications, National Archives microfilms, Library, of Congress col-
lections of Presidential Papers in microfilm, etc.

1'7
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The answers to question 18, "do you discard the paper copy of docu-
ments which are reproduced on the microform edition?", did not reveal any
discernable policy by regional libraries. As a general rule, regionals
do not automatically discard their original hard copy of materials which
they also have in microform. They consider each situation individually,
taking into consideration the following factors: amount of shelf space
available, condition of the materials, and amount or type of documents.

Several depositories specifically indicated that they discard their
hard copy of the Federal Register and Official Gazette. On the other
hand, several regionals specifically indicated that they retain their or.
iginal copies of the 19th cenwry Serial Set unless they are in bad con-
dition. Another depository mentioned that it keeps some original copies
as back up for loan purposes, which is probably true for other regionals.
Several regionals indicated that their microform collections do not dup-
licate material available in hard copy. This is also probably true of
other regionals, since older materials are often available only in micro-
form editions.

The 1971 Bienniel Investigation Report of the Superintendent of
Documents also asked several questions regarding the use of microforms
by depository libraries. These questions were di:acted to all the
depository libraries, and not just to the regional libraries. The res-

ponse to the questions was as follows: 7

45. nThe present law permits all depository libraries to sub-
stitute microfacsimilscopies of any holdings of U. S.
Gevernment publications providing they are properly
referenced and can be readily located. Has your library
taken adwurLage of this privilego?fl Yes 294. No 749;
DiA not answer 8.

46. 'What was the purpose of this replacement?

(a) For preserVation. 28
(b) For conservation of space. 193
(c) Combination of the ahove. 96

Did not answer. 7_
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IV. DISPOSAL POLICY.

One of the most. significant provisions of the Depository Library Act
of 1962 was that which authorized regional. Ilbraries to permit the selec-
tive depositories within their region (less libraries of federal agencies)
to discard any depository publication after holding it for at least five
years. Before this time, all depositories were required to hold their
depository publications permanently, except those types of revisions or
advance copies mentioned above, and those for which a microform copy had
been substituted.

Law aLidr_m_Legistiting Re 1nAions on Di s pos

The specific provisions of the law are r.s follows:

U... regional depositories may permit depository libraries
within the areas served by them, to dispose of Government pub
lications which they have retained for five years after offering
them to other depository libraries within their area, then to
other libraries." (14 U.S.C, 1912)

The following implementing instructions were issued to regional
libraries by the Superintendent of Documents in his Special, Thstruction
to Regional Demositories, dated November 7, 1962:

"Upon request for such permission (to dispose of depository
publications) we sugast you ask for a list of the publications
showing the current item number, ser5 os, title, and ap_proxiraate
extent of the holangs for which pe:rmission is requested. .
In the actual disposition of other than ephemeral publications
we suggest, you instruct them (the requesting depository) along
the followlng lines: That the publioations be offered to some
other public library or educational institution in their vicinity
which would be able to make them available to the public and to
which they might refer requests for their use. Failing to find
such a taker after reasonable effort they ;pay dispose of them in
any appropriate manner... " (italics mine)-L

The following implementing instructions directed to all depositories
are contained in the Superintendent of Documents Instructions to Dews-
itory Libraries, revised September 1967:

"Depository libraries which are served by regional depositories
may dispose of publications which they have retained for at least
five years with the permission of and in accordance with instruc-
tions from the re tonal depository which serves their arer.7"2--

This part of the survey sought to determine how the regional
libraries interpreted and implemented the law and the instructions from
the Superintendent of Documents. As will be seen below, the main dif-
ferences in policy concerned the following: (1) whether a detailed or
a general list of unwanted publications was required; (2) the geograph-
ical extent to which takers for the discarded publications were sought;
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and (3) whether the offerings to other libraries were made by the regional
or by the selective depositories.

In response to question 19, "have you issued implementing instruo-
tions in the form of a guide, pamphlet, letter, etc. which has boon dis-
tributed to your selective depositories?", 19 regionals replied "yes"
of which 15 enclosed a copy of these instructions with their reply. A

similar question was asked by the Superintendent of Documents on his 1971
Biennial Investigation Report to which 33 regionals replied that they had
prepared3specific disposal. instructions , and 8 regionals repl i ed that they
had not.

General vs. Detailed DispOS al List.

In response to question 20, "are you satisfied with a general list
of the approximate holdings on the initial application, or do you in-
itially require a detailed list by individeal title or numbered pub..
lication in a series?", 6 regionals replied that they required only a
general list, while 21 regionals replied that they required a detailed
list. Two other regionals replied that they required something between
the two extremes; two regionals replied that they had not received any
requests as yet; and the remainder did not answer. It is this subject
of the type of list which must be submitted (general vs. detailed) which
probably causes the most misunderstandiag between the rekionals and the
selective depositories and the Superintendent of Documents.

The law does not specifically state that a list is required. Indeed
the law is not clear as to whether the selective depository must even
offer the discards to the regional if it is not within its district.
Does the term "within their area" in the law refer to the area of the
regional depository, or to the area of the selective depository?

The concept of requiring the selective depository to submit a list
to the regional library arose from the imr.:.einenting instructions which
the Superintendent of Documents addressed to regienal depositories in
his Special, Instruction of November 7, 1962. In that letter, the Super-
intendent of Documents "suggested" (but dU not require) that P regional

library should ask for a list of the pub?.icatlons which the selective
depository wished to discard. He further "suggested" that this list
should be a general list, and should show current item number, series
title, and Leroxi _nate extent of the holangs. Ho also "suggested"
that the depository be instructed to offer the publications to other
libraries "in their vicinity". This would load one to believe that
the "area" in which the discarded publicatiethe should be offered as
prescribed by the law was the area in th) v:..cinity of the selective
depository. Such mi immediate area could be considered to be the
congressional district.

In his Instructions_ to Dtsository I,.1:1!rar4.-1s, the Superintendent

of Documents does not mention either a list or the offering area, but
states that public ations over five years old may be discarded "with
the permission and in accordance with instructions from the regional
depository which serves their area". However, in the preceding para-
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graph, when discusing disposal of revisions and advance opies of
publications, or publLcations for which a microform copy had been
substituted, he ntates that they should be offered to other libraries
in the "immediate vicinity".

When asked to clarify these apparent discrepancies between the
law and his implementing instructions on the requirement for a list,
and the geographical extent of the offering area, the Superintendent
of Documents stated that he adhered "to the policy of permitting the
Regionals to eNercise the widest possible latitude in their operations."
A3 for requiring a list of the publications, he stated that "I do nnt
feel that a list of the material to be disposed of need be supplied to
the Regional, or submitted to other depositories unless it would pro-
vide information that is needed by the Regional. It can be left to the
discretion of each Regional and if not deemed necessary, disposition
can be authorized without specific list." 3

The Superintendent of Documents is usually the target for criticism
when the preparation of an excessively detailed list is required. Such

criticism is directed at the wrong target.

As for the use of the terms "in the vicinity" and "area" as used
in his instructions, the Superintendent of Documents agreed that this
"has been intended to mean the immediate vicinity--keeping the documents
as close to the point of their original receiption as possible." 6 How-
ever, again adhering to his policy of permitting the regionals to have
the widest possible latitude, he stated that "there ;could seem no reason
why a Regional should not, at its discretion, permit disposition any-
where in the area served by it." 7 Unfortunately, he did not at this
time clarify whether the term "their area" in the law itself, referred
to the area of the regional or the selective depository.

It would appear to me that the main reason a list may be revired
is to make an offering of the publications to other libraries. Thus,
such a list need be prepared only in such detail as is needed for a
prospective taker to identify the materials In submitting the list
first to the regional, a selective depository is actually making an
offer. The regional. may therefore initially require what it considers
to be sufficient detail for it to screen tho list against its holdings
to determine if it wishes to take any of the publications. Another
factor which may influence the amount of detail which the regional
requires in the initial list is whether the regional, or the holding
library will make the subsequent offerings. If the regional mails out
the offering lists, it will usually canvas the entire region, and
often out-ot-state libraries as well, and will want an offering list
in sufficient detail for a wide range of prospective takers to be
able to identify the materials.

The math problem, and time consuming part in preparing a detailed
list concerns the general publications, hearings, and other documents
which use as -a book number a cuttered number or a complieated number-
ing system. A detailed list can be easily prepared for annual reports
(or serials), publications in numbered series with a simple numbering
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system (unless the title is wanted for each number) , periodic als , and
similar serials with a volume and/or issue nuriber. A general listIng
of hearings or general. publications might appear as follows if prepared
according to the suggestions of the Superintendent of Documents:

Item No. Series Title (aplroxi.matthollings) SuDocs No.

10 Gener al publications. (92 pieces Al . 2:
dating 1923 to 1967)

1017 Committee on Foreign Affairs Y14..F76/1:
House (123 hearings dating
1938 to 1967)

A full detailed listing would require several pages for each item above,
and would include the title, date, and SuDocs number for each of the 92
general, publications and each of the 123 hearings.

Initial Processing of Disposal Lists.

In response to question 21, "do you first screen the (discard) list
and take pieces which you wish to add to your collection, inclduing dup-
licates?", all the regionals replied that they did. In submitting the
list to the regional for approvall the holding library is actually of-
fering the materials first to the regional library. One regional lib-
rarian commented that one of the few advantages in being a regional was
that it got first chance at any discard5 wi.thin the region. The regional
is in fact obligated to screen the lists and to take all publications on
the list which it does not already have in its collection. This also
provides the regional an opportunity to pik up any duplicates which it
feels it may need of more heavily used publications.

In response to question 22,"do you visit the library to inspect
the items on the list(s)?", only five regionals replied that they did.
The number of depository libraries served, their distances, as well
as the number and type of publications, may be determining factors in
this matter.

It is my general policy to require only a general list initially
and to visit the depository to inspect the materials. This policy is
feasible in a smaller, densely populated s tate like Maryland. The num-
ber of depositories is not large, and most of them are located within a
radius of 50 miles. I feel that making such visits has several advan-
tages for both the regional and the depository. Action on the disposal
process can begin with a general list, rather than having the holding
library initially compile a time consuming detailed list. The items
can be identified better to determine what materials are involved.

There has usually been little uniforrAty in lists which have been
submitted. This is usually due to the manner in which the records are
kept by the depository. The list :nay be in shelf list order, or ar-
ranged alphabetically by author. Serial se items may be listed as
departmental editions, and vice versa with the result that what may



appear to be a pablication lacking from ycur collection is a duplicate.
On cuttered separates, or publications with a complicated numbering
system, only the book number may be given, and not the title or date.
The regional may, of course, prescribe precisely the order and detail
in which the publications are to be listed. If this requirement varies
significantly from the manner in which the depository maintains its
records, it may cause an added burden.

The Su Does number on a disposal list may be other than that
originally assiged to the piece by the Superintendent of Documents.
The Su Does author and/or series number are fr equently c hanged due to
reorganizations within the federal government. Some libraries may
continue to use the old numLer on new issues , and disregard the new
number. Other depositories may change all the. numbers on the old issues
to the new number.8 As a matter of policy, either practice is bad. In
view of the documents librarian's dependence on the Monthlz CataloR as a
searching and identification tool, I feel that it is a very poor policy
to use other than the classification number assigned to the piece by the
Superintendent of Documents for material in a separate documents col-
lection. 9

A personal visit to inspect the pieces may provide other advantages.
If the regional librarian wishes to bring the matIrials back to his own
library, this will save a considerable amomit of time in packing and
mailing boxes, and in most cases will be cht.-pper than shipping charges.
The regional librarian may wish to have the material shipped, or brought
back to his own library for several roasons, He may wish add most
of the pieces to his collection. If there are a large number of small,
not too bulky cuttered separate publicatiGne, he may find it easier to
screen his records from the pieces, rathur than from a detailed list.
He may wish to consolidate these discards with those from his own or
other depositories in the region, and offer them on a consolidated list
throughout the region and/or out-of-state.

Geographical Area for Offerin Discards.

Questions 23, 24, and 25 of the queslionnaire concerned the geo-
graphical area in which the offering liats iere circulated: local area
of the holding depository, region-wide, and out-of-state respectively.
Unfortunately, the first two questions did not ask, or obtain the critical
information whether the holding library, r the regional made the offering.
The answers to the first two questions threw some light on how regional
libraries interpret the term "their area" in the law.

In response to question 23, "do you Pequest the library to first
attempt to find a taker for the publications in the local area?", 12
regionals replied "yes", 16 replied "no", and the other six did not
answer. It would e.ppear that the 16 regionals which answered "no" may
themselves make the offor on behalf of the holding library; and if they
do, it would probably be combined with a region-wide offering. Certainly
an offering must be made to other depoeitories and libraries in the im-
mediate area of the holding library, since this is required by law. The
term 'their area" in its narrowest interpretation must mean the area in
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the immediate vicinity of the holding library; whereas, in its broadest
sense it would mean the area of the regional depository.

In response to question 24, "are lists circulatea to all other depos-
itory libraries in the region?", only one regional renlied "no". However,

three of the "yes" answers were qualified hy the following remarks: "some",
"most", and "just the largest". It would appear from this concensus, that
regional librarians interpret the term "their area* in the law to mean the
area of the regional library. It is gratifyinho see that the regionals
interpret broadly the intent ef the law.

In response to question 25, "are lists of duplicates circulated out-
of-state?", 16 regionals replied "yes" and 13 replied "no". The others
did not answer. Eleven regional libraries replied that they circulated
these lists, but two of those libraries ind.1.:av.,ed that such lists were
limited to duplicates from their own collections. Four regionals replied
that such lists were circulated by the hold-Ing libraries. The survey did
not specifisally seek to, nor did it obtain information to determine if in
the latter case the regional library required the depository to circulate
the lists out-of-state, or made its approval for disposal conditional upon
the self:10,1,m depository d.oing that.

Going outside of the region in an attempt to place the unwanted
documents is definitely going beyond the requirements of the law. How-

ever, it is an encouraging development. It seems a shame to destroy
older. out of print documents if there might be another library located
anywhere else in the country which reeds them. My experience has been
that for those 1-fmg runs of older documents which are especially needed
in a research library, a regional library has more success in finding a
taker from the lea ger number of -esearch libraries locaLed out-of-state
than from the limited number located within its cwn region: The trick

is, of course, to find out who they are in order to develop a worthwhile
mailing list.

I believe that regional libraries should form a cooperative network
among themselves to distribute discard lists submitted within their own
region. To make such a network operate most effectively, the reeonal
would have to know the general and/or specific types of materials needed
by the selective depositories within its region. Thus, in qudstion 26
the regionals were asked "do you maintain a want list of publications for
your own and/or the selective depositories within your region?". Fourteen
regionals answered "no". Of the 11+ regionals which answered "yes", most
of them specifically stated that such went lists were limited to their own
needs for missing publications and gaps in tileir collections.

In response to question 27, "do yoA accept publications for which
there have been no takers, in or out.of.istete?", five regionals replied
they didi The purpose of this question was to determine if any of the

regionals' would eonbider establishmsnt of a storage ce iter for documents
Thich attraoted no takers on (presumably) the first offering. To do so

would go beyond the requirements of the law. The regional may authorize
the destreaUon of publications if a reasor,able effort has been made to
find a legitimate taker. They might consolidate these unwanted discards
for later offerings to a wider range of out-of-state libraries.

24
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As the regional library develops its 'nailing lists in cooperation with
other regionals or research libraries, it may eventually find candidates who
want the materials which are not taken on the initial offering. It is not
suggested that all unwanted materials should be retained. It is hoped that
a regional librarian with a good working knowledge of his holdings would be
able to make a fair determination of what type of documents might be useful
later to other depositories.

It has been iv experience that the types of material.s for which most
selective depositories request disposal authority are old and/or discon-
tinued items. In fact, some depository librarians had the mistaken notion
that they could not dispose of older materials pertaining Lc any current
items to which they presently subscribed. The fact of the matter is they
can request disposal of any piece which they have held at least five years,
whether it is a current or a discontinued selection or item. In response to
question 28, twenty regionals reported that most of their requests were for
older and/or discontinued items. Six regionals reported their requests in-
eluded both types, and only one regional reported that most of the requests
it received for disposal concerned active items.

Disposal Statistics.

The response to question 29 revealed that very few regionals keep
statistics of their disposal activities. The survey did not turn up any
specific statistics or trends which might be reported. Usable statistics
on disposal. activities are also not readily available at the Office of the
Superintendent of Documents. In his Szecial Instruction to Re4.2a4 Depos-
itories of 1962, the Superintendent of Doemaents requested that regionals
furnish his office copies of the disposal list which they apprcYed. No
count is made of these lists, or the itms on them, when they are received.
They are filed with the records pertaining to the discarding library,
rather than in the record fil e of the regional library. Thus, it is not
feasible to determine the degree of compliance with the request made by
the Superintendent of Documents to furnish his office copies of the ap-
proved disposal lists.

Other Disposal Policy and Problems.

In question 31, the regionals were asked to describe other policy
and/or problems regarding their disposal. operations. Two rogionals
reported that SOMA selective depositories request disposal authority
without providing on the list the information required by the regional
in its instructions. Another two regionals reported some depositories
submitted lists which included documents less than five years old.

Two more regional libraries reported that non-depository publications
were included on some lists. A depository requires disposal authority
only for depository publications, and only for the depository copy. If
the library obtains additional copies of a depository publication by
purchase, gift, etc., it may discard these in any manner it wishes without
approval of the regional. The problem in thts oase may be to identify
the depository copy. This is a matter of internal procedures, and depends
on the type of library identification stamp which are used.
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Another regional complained that some depositories send unwanted
publicatations to the regional library without having been given the
instructions to do so. Unfortunately, Sylvia Mechanic's otherwise use-
DA book, Annotated List of_ Selected United S:hates Government Publications
Avail_able to anository Libraries provides the erroneous information that
depository libraries may "dispose of their unwanted or unneeded docoments
after a five year retention period by returning these to the regional
library. n 10

Disnosal Policy - Conclusions.

In summary, the regional library has many options in its disposal
policy by which it might satisfy the requirements of the law. In 1962
the Superintendent of Documents offered "suggestions" on how the region-
als could implement the law in his Special Instruction to Regional Lapat7
itories. His Instructions to Dempitorv Iibraries gave tho regionals a
carte blanclle tqssue their own implementing instructions. This policy
was further confirmed in a letter of November 26, 1969 in which the
Supnrintendent of DocumeAs stated he believed in "adhering to the policy
of permitting the Regionals to exercise the widest possible latitude in
their operations." Thus, the regionals may prescribe whether they wish
a general list, or a detailed list, and the extent of detail desired.
In fact, they may authorize disposal without a list,

The general practice is for the regional library to require a depos-
itory to submit sore type of list before it will authorize disposal of
publications held at least five years. The regional.considers this list
as the initial offering of those publications, and usually screens the list
for those publications which it wishes to add to its collection. At this
point, the action which the regional takes will depend on whether it has
adopted an active or a passive policy. This will determine the amount and
type of assistance which it will provide. The law merely states that the
regional "will provide assistance for depository libraries in the disposal
of unwanted Government publications." Neither the law nor the implementing
instructions of the Superintendent of Documents describes the extent of
that assistance.

The regional wtich has adopted a passive policy may delegate all fur-
ther action to the holding library. It may direct the library to make all
offerings of the materials, prescribing the area in which they are to be
offered. As a miniimm it might direct the depository to offer the material
only to other depositories and/or libraries in its own immediate area, and
if it fails to find a taker to destroy the publications. Or it may direct
the depository to offer the materials to al], or a select group of other
depositories throughout the region. It may direct, or leave it up to the
initiative of the depository to offer the matorials to other libraries
out-of-state.

On the other hand the regional library may adopt a more active polidy
in assisting the selective depository to dispose of unwanted publications.
The regional librarian may visit the depository to inspect the materials.
The regional library may ask the depository to ship all the materials to
the regional library where they could be consolidated with discards from

26
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other depositories. At regular intervals, the regional might make an
offering of these materials to all other depositories in the region, and
very likely to out-of-state libraries as well. Or, the regional may act
as a clearinghouse or middle-man. It may prepare the offering lists and
distribute them to ill (or selected)depositories within the region, and
possibly to selected out-of-state libraries. It might then receive the
replies, determine which libraries are to receive specific materials, and
then direct the holding libraries to ship them to the designated libraries.
The receiving library should recognize from the mailing label the library
which sent the material, and would send the reimbursement of shipping
charges to that library, rather than to the regional.

The "clearinghouse" method appears to be working very successfully
for the University of Iowa Library, the Iowa regional. The Iowa system
also incorporates several other fine features. It does not use the tra-
ditional "first-come-first-served" system. The consolidated offering
list(s) are mailed to other depositories in Iowa and out-of-state lib-
raries at the same time. All interested ljhraries are given 40 days in
which to submit their requests. At the end of the 40 day period, the
regional library considers ill requests received without regard to date
of receipt. It does give priority to Iowa depositories which satisfies
the letter and intent of the law.

The Iowa system appears to be good both for ale discarding and
receiving libraries. The University of Iowa reports that they are able

to find takers for a larger percentage of the materials. On the other
hand the receiving libraries are more likely to submit requests when
they know all replies will be considered. They will also make a more
accurate and thorough screening of theiy, 1,Jerd3 LI order to request

only those materials which they need, rather than making a quick and
dirty check to obtain a fast return and mailing in the hope of beating
out the other libraries.

Since the regional library normally deals with more libraries,
sometimes on a regular basis, it may have developed a mailing list of
libraries which have shown an interest in obtaining certain types of
publications. It is, therefore, in a better position to get s favor-
able response than a selective depository which may be making the offer
on a one time effort.
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V. INTERLIBRARY LOAN.

The Depository Library Act of 1962 required that regional libraries
provide interlibrary loan to other depositories in the region. (44 U.S.C.
1912) The law does not require the regional library to provide such
service to all libraries in the region. However, as a practical matter
the regional library may provide interlibrary loan to any library which
might normally call upon its parent library for such service.

ConRressional HearinRs On Interlibrarv Loan.

During the hearings on the revision of the depository library laws,
it was generally felt that the requirement fur the regional library to
provide interlibrary loan service, combined with the provision a depos-
itory could discard any piece after holding it five years, would affect
the number of items which a depository would select. 1 It was believed
that the generous provisions for discarding would tend to increase the
number of items a depository might select. Since it knew that it would
not have to retain everything permanently, a dopository would probably
Jelect a larger and wider variety of items.

On the other hand it was believed that with the interlibrary loan
provision, a depository would decrease the amount of selections, since it
could call upon the regional for any piece. One witness also testified
that this provision might influence a library which might otherwise wish
to become a depository to forego the added responsbilities.2 However,
these latter arcumonts overlooked several points. By law a regional is
required to provide interlibrary loan service to other depository librar-
ies only. Secondly, a regional could.plaoe reasonable limits on the type
of materials which it might releaso for interlibrary loan. For example,
one could not ruasonably expect a regional to loan its depository copy
of a heavily used reference book, such as the latest edition of the
Statistical Abstract.

It appears to me that the intent of the law was that the regional
would be required to loan materials which are beyond the nolmal reten-
tion date of five yearn; and for current materials it would be expected
to loan, especially to smaller depositories, materials which were not
heavily used, or items which a smaller dopository might not be expected
to select. For example, a small depository might not be reasonably ex.
pected to select all Congressional hearings, but could certainly be
exoected to select the Statistical Abstract.

Processinkof Interlibrary Loan Requests.

Part IV of the survey dealt with the policy of regional libraries
on interlibrary loan. In response to question 31, "are interliLrary
loan requests for U.S. government documents processed by the Interlibrary
Loan Office, the Documents Office, or a combination of both?", twenty
regionals answered "the Interlibrary Loan Office", only two answered
"Documents Office", and the other twelve answered a combination of both.
It appeared that the latter was the more common practice, irrespective



of whether the government documents collection is separate, integrated,
or partially integrated.

Based on the answers of those libraries which more fully described
their procedures, it appears that the common practice is to require re-
quests to be submitted on standard ALA forms to the Interlibrary Loan
Office, which initially processes the requests. The Documents Office is
usually asked to identify, search, and retrieve the piece and to author-
ize its release. The Interlibrary Loan Office then normally prepares
the material for mailing or reproduction, mails the material, arid com-
pletes the administrative aspects of the transaction to include sending
tracers, and billing for lost materials, if necessary. In the latter
case, it would normally ask the Documents Office for the price of tho
piece.

Thus, the documents interlibrary loan program is integrated with
that of the parent library. It generally follows the Toney prescribed
by the parent library. Interlibrary loan service is provided not only
to other depository libraries, but all other libraries which might call
upon the resources of the parent library. Howevcr, I am sure that most
regional libraries on occasion deviate from this normal policy and take
special requests submitted in any convenient manner by their selective
depositories and provide expedited service.

Interlibrary Loan Statistics.

Question )2 of the survey asked for statistics regarding inter-
library loan activit7. Only four regionals indicated that the Documents
Office maintained any type of statistics on this activity. The present
situation appears to be that although Interlibrary Loan Offices of the
reporting raries keep statistics, they do not maintain a separate
breakout for U.S. government documen+s. Thus, it would be difficult to
measure the effect of the interlibrary loan provision of the depository
library law on selection policies of the other depository libraries.
Has it decreased the nunber of items they select as predicted? Has it

increased the number of items selected? Or has it had no significant
difference? I am inclined to believe it has made no difference.

Restrictions on Intel:1112=y Loans.

In survey question 33, regional libraries were asked to describe
what restrictions, if any had they placed on interlibrary loans. The

specific restritions which were mentioned are listed bolow. Although

other libraries did not specifically mentionithem, I think it is
reasonable to assume that most of these restrictions exist in most
regional libraries' loan policies. The regional libraries state that
thoy placed restrictions on the following types of publications or
r:,quests (number of times cited in parenthesis): reference books
(41. times); publications needed locally, or in heavy demand (4); out-
of-sLate requests (3); census material ()): documents in poor condition
(2); fragile materials (2); U.S. Statutes (2); and the following once
each: laws and regulations, U.S. Code, recont Congressional Record,
serial set, statistical materials, documents over DU years old, docu.
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ments printed before 1900, current topic materials, valuable materials,
rare items, and reserve books. Several libraries specifically mentioned
loan period restrictions which ranged from 1-5 weeks. Several libraries
also mentioned that, depending on the situation, they might provide Xerox
or microfilm copy at cost.

The general conclusion to be drawn from these replies is that region-
al libraries do not interpret the interlibrary loan provision of the law
as requiring them to loan all of the depository docmmnts in their col-
lection, and that first priority for use of their materials belongs to
their library's own local cliantelle.

Local Circulation of Depository Publications.

Since the question of circulation is related to interlibrary loan,
the regional libraries were asked in question 34 if they allowed depos-
itory materials to circulate locally, mnd if so, what restrictions were
placed on such loans. Only 4 of the regionals replied that they did not
allow materials to circulate. Restrictions were placed on certain types
of materials, particularly on reference books, and titles for which there
was a heavy demand. The following loan periods were reported with the
number of times mentioned shown in parenthesis: one week (5 times), two
weeks (6), three weeks (5), four weeks (3), and five weeks (once). One
academic depository reported it allowed faculty members to check out pub.
lications for the semester, subject to recall and the restrictions on
types of documents mentioned above.

As for restrictions on clientelle, the state libraries reported that
loans were restricted to the following, with the number of times listed
shown in parenthesis: state employees (6 times), local libraries (2),
state agencies (2), anyone with a public library card (1), and licensed
professionals (1). One public library reportod the following were author.
ized to make loans: companies and adult patrons. Academic libraries
reported that loans were made to the following with the number of times
Mentioned shown in paronthesis: faculty (4 times), graduate students
only (2), all students (2), staff (1), and responsible memburs of the
local community (2 times).

The law does not require the regional library, or any depository
library to circulate depository materials locally. In his Instructions
to Depository :Libraries, the Superintendent of Documents states the fol-
lowing poliny: "Government publications supplied to depository librar-
ies should receive the same care and treatment as privately published
material. ... If they can circulate as do other books in your collec-
tion, so much the better7-) In the matter of circulation as well aS
interlibrary loan, the regional should always be aware of its role as
the permanent depository for its region to presorve the collection, but
it should weigh this against its duty to make its collection available
and useful to the general public.

AuRmentation of the Collection.

In response to question 35, n have you augmented your resources to
provide interlibrary loan?", 16 regionals replied "yes", and 12 replied
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"no".. Fourteen regional libraries specifically mentioned duplicates as a
means of augmentation, while only four mentioned microforms. In many
cases a depository may receive duplicate copies of depository titles by
virtue of being on an agency mailing list. Many duplicates can also be
obtained free upon specific request to the issuing agency. In spite of

the more frequent mention of duplicates over microforms, there was not
enough evidence available to conclude that regionals prefer their back-
up copies to be in hard copy, rather than in microform.

In response to question 36, "what types of materials do you lack in
your collection to satisfy unfilled interlibrary loan requests?", the most
frequently mentioned (11 times) were older materials, particularly those
published before the library became a depositcry. The next item most
frequently mentioned was non-depository material in general (9 timem).
In addition, the following specific types of non-depository materials were
mentioned: technical roports (twice), National Archives microfilms
(twice), and the following once each; committee prints, and publications

of independent agencies. Another library mentioned that it lacks dupli-
cate copies of high demand materials. The Depository Library Act of 1962
with its provisions fcr discarding has helped many regionals to fill in
missing gaps in their collections of older depository materials, and to
obtain duplicates. However, this program might be more effective if
there were greater cooperation among the regional libraries in exchanging
disposal lists with other regionals.
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VI. REFERENCE ASSISTANCE.

The Depository Library Act of 1962 requires that the regional lib-
raries provide "reference assistance" to the other depositories within
their region. One usually thinks of reference asistance as that pro-
vided person to person within the library building, rather than library
to library. The Superintendent of Documents has not issued implementing
instructions to define this requirement. The regionals are again allowed
"the widest possible latitude in thoir operations" and their interpre-
tation of this requirement. It would appear to me that the key word is
"assistance" rather than "reference", and that the intent of the law is
for the regionals to provide to other depositories the maximum amount of
assistance within their resources in providing depository service, and to
respond to reasonable requests for information and assistance when asked.
This part of the survey was intended to find out what types of assistance
tlie regionals were providing.

1971 SUDOCS Biennial Investigation Report.

In his 1971 Biennial Investigation Report (a mail questionnaire),
the Superintendent of Documents asked six questions pertaining to the
regional depository program. The first three questions were answered
by non-regional depositories only, and the last three by regional
depositories only. The response was as follows:1

47. "Has a Rsgional Depository been designated under the DepositorY
Library Act, to serve your State or area?" Yes 777. No 124.
Don't know 71. No answer 38.

48. "If answer to above question is YES, have you had occasion to
use the services of your Regional Depository in the past yearrl
Yes 474. No 299. No answer 4.

49. l'Has the service of your Regional Depository been satisfactory?"
Yes 557. No 13. No answer 207.

50. "As a designated Regional Depository, does a representative from
your library make periodic visits to the depositories which you
serve?" Yes 10. No 30. No answer 1.

51 "As a Regional Depository have you prepared specific instruc.
tions regarding disnosal of publications for the libraries
which you serve?" Yes 33. No 8.

52. "Are all depository libraries in your region aware of your
status as the designated Regional Depository?" Yes 38. No 2.
No answer 1.

The two questions regarding user satisfaction did not specifically
ask what type of service had been provided by the regionals. However,
the answers did indicate that the service provided had been satisfactory.
The question on periodic visits by a regional representative, however,
entered into the undefined area of "reference assistance". Such visits
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are not required by the law, and a member of the staff of the Public
Documents Department agreed with me on this point.2 Why did the Super.e
intendent of Documents then include this question on the Biennial Inves..
tigation Report? Possibly to encourage such visits, for this staff memo
ber stated it was felt that the regional could provide better service if
it were better acquainted with its depositories: i.e. knew something
about their organization, facilities, collections, and methods of operation.

Periodic Visits by Regionals.

Since the issue of periodic visits had been raised, the regional
libraries were asked in question 38 of th:l.s survey, "how many depos-
itories in your region have you visited since your library became a
regional?", and in question 39, "how many depositories have you visited
during the past two years...?" The answers are tabulated below:

Number of regionals reporting
Number of depositories Since becoming During last

visited regkmal__ two years

B0110 14 17
1 to 4, 7 7
5 to 10 8 9

11 to 20 3 1
over 20 2 0

As for the relative distances involved in visits during the past
two years, a total of 85 depositories were visited by 17 regionals,
broken down by distance as follows: 0-25 mile radius . 18 depositories;
26-50 mile radius . 26 depositories; 51-100 mile radius - 22 depositories;
101-150 mile radius - 10 depositories; and over 150 miles - nine depos-
itories.

In response to question 39, "what was the purpose of these visits
and what assistance was provided?", the following items were mentioned:
to meet the documents librarian and staff; to soe how document service
was organized, number of personnel (full and/or part time duty), and

location of documents service within the library organization; to see
tytes of records maintained and methods used fur processing and servic-
ing the collection; to oee the collection, its extent, and how organized
(separate and/or integrated); to see library facilities; to provide pro-
fessional advice, and answer questions on problems; to advise on weed-
ing, organization, and record keeping; to pick up discards and help with
duplicates; to prenare for workshops and meetings; and to publicize the
services which might be provided by the regional.

With respect to visits I reel strongly that such visits by a reg-
ional renresentative should bf.,, 43r the purpose of assistance, and not
for inspection. The law itself specifically says "assistance". It also

specifically assigns the inspection powers and responsibilities to the
Sunorintendent of Documents. However, there is one provision of the law
which might be interpreted as assigning inspection power to a regional
(provided it is the "library authority of the state"). The justification
for designation of a new depository must be certified by either every
existing depository library in the district, or by the state library
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authority (usually the state library).3 It would appear to me that
the authority to certify new designations also ineludes an authority to
inspect existing depositories in the district to determine the adequacy
of service. I feel that this provision of the law should be amended
to limit certification of new depositories to the state library author.
ity only, which should be further authorized to recommend withdrawal of
designations as well. There are too many depositories which do not
deserve to retainthe designation:

The DepositoryUbrary Act of 1962 renewed the authority of the
Superintendent of Documents to "make first hand investigation on con-
ditions (in depository libraries) for which need is indic,,,ted." (44
U,S.C.1909). However, the inspection program of the Superintendent of
Documents has been conducted mainly by a mail questionnaire, the Bien-
nial Investigation Report which is conducted primvily to satisfy the
requirement of the law which states that "designated depository librar-
ies shall report to the Superintendeut of Docum,:mts every two years con-
cerning their condition." The Superintendent of Documents has recently
stated publicly on several occasions that he plans to schedple more on
site inspection and liaison visits to depository libraries.4 Most of
these would probably be conducted by personnel assicrod to the various
new regional offices of the Government Printing Office.

Phone and Letter kagests.

Questions 40 mad 41 concerned the number ami types of reference
assistance provided on phone and letter requests. Again, so few reg-
ionals kept statistics that no meaningful data was collected. The ques-
tions also did not gain the desired response since they did not state
specifically they referred only to that type of reference assistance
provided to other depositories in accordance with the law. Most of the
ammers indicated specific types of service provided for any telephone
or mail inquiry, to include service to individuals, to other libraries
or lilmarians, and to depository libraries.

The answers did indicate that regional libraries are service ori-
ented and respond to any reasonale request, limited only by the amount
of time and resources available to them.' These services include making
bibliographic searches and providing publication identification such as
SuDocs number, price, author, and title. Quick reference types of ser.
vice are also proviied:- giving answers to specific questions, or pro-
viding information on :scurces and where they might be found. lath res.
pect to assistance to depositorylibraries, several regionals also re.
ported providing assistance on the operation of the depository program,
to include clarification of disposal instructions, advice on selection
of items, and advice on record keeping.

Assistance on Item Selection.

In response to question 42, "do you assist new depositories in
selecting itcms?n, 13 regionals answered "yes, and 21 aranpared "no".
Several regionals added the remark that they assisted upon request.
The other regionals would probabay also provide such assistance, if asked.

.3 4
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However, I feel that regionals should take a more active role in this area.
not only for new depositories, but for older depositories as well. This

is one area in which the regionals can do a considerable amount of good.
One regional library which saw this need has made a major, contribution
to depository library service. The New York State Library sponsored the
preparation of Sylvia Mechanic's book, Annotated List of Selected United
States Government Publications Available to Depository Libraries.5 This
book is valuable not only for its annotations, but also for its selection
of items which are recommended for depositories of various sizes.

One of the things which documents librarians apoear to consistently
complain about is the lack of, or inadequate annotations of depository
items. The Depository Library Act of 1962 requires the Superintendent
of Documents to "issue a classified list of GovernMent publications in
suitable form, containing annotations of contents." (44 U.S.C. 1904) An
analysis was made of 438 new items which the Superintendent of Documents
has added in the last several years. There were annotations on only 67,
or 15% of the item cards, which ere the classified list required by law.
In addition to the item cards, the Superintondent of Documents attempts
to provide a sample copy of the new item with the Monthly Survey List.
During 1971, 163 new items were introduced. Sample copies acmnrpanied
the item cards mld Monthly Survey List in only 100 cases, or 61% of the
total.

However, the major prOblem is not with the new items, but the items
currently on the list. A regional can help both a new, or an older de-
pository with its selection of these items. The best way for a depos-
itory to determine if it wishes to select an item is to actually inspect
a collection which includes that item, and thus see the number and types
of publications involved. For example, the item may include some of the
types of publications which the library needs, but the numbers involved
may be so great it would be more feasible for the library to obtain theso
publications individually elsewhere. For examplo, item 323 (Armitem-
lations) contains two useful reference sources: Official Tables of Dis-
tansai (AR 55-60) and Standards of Medical Fitnesii-KATWUrraich
lists the physical reluirements for selective service. I would not
advise anyeselective depository to choose this item which generates
hundreds of publications each year just to get these two documents.

Another catch-all, or grab-bag cetegory are the general publications,
the ".2" classification items. They are, as Sylvia Mechanic.'describes
them, "the surprise items. One is really not quite sure what to expect
and is continually amazed by the upique, informative publications which
are included under this heading." ° However, I do not share her en-
.thusiasm, or her opinion that depository "librarians will not question
their inclusion.0 Y Not only do I question their inclusion, but so do
many of the documents librarians in my region. They are reluctant to
select these items since they not only do not know what they will get,
but also how mpch they will get. Since they are separate publications,
the amymnt of record keeping required is greater. One must normally
prepare a separate catalog card for each piece. 10 advice is to be
sure (or reasonably sure), rather than sorry. I would recommend that
if a depository is interested in such items, it inspect the collection
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of its regional library, or the nearest lPrge academic or public library
which is a depository.

A regional library might suggest certain desireable items which
their depositories should select. My experience has been that merry
depositories are not selecting some very useful periodicals. Price
List, PL 36, Goxernment periodicals and Subscription Services is a
good selection tool, since it gathers these together in one place. On
the other hand, I think that the selective depositories can be faulted
for not seeking advice more often. While they can discontinue an item
by having chosen it and gotten a few samples, I think they would save
themselves time, money, and effort in the long run if they would visit
the nearest large depository collection to inspect it, and determine
the types and numbers of pieces involved in specific items in which
they are interusted. I am sure that depositorins other than regionals
would welcome such visits.

Survey of Selective Depositories.

In response to question 43, "have you made a survey of the selec-
tive depositories in your region?", only five regionals replied nyes".
There is, of course, no legal requirement for a regional library to make
such surreys. It is just another way in which a regional might learn
more about the depositories which it serves, and thereby hope to provide
better service. Two of the surveys reported were made in connection
with a government documents workshop.8

Such a survey might include questions on: (1) organization (number
and types of personnel assigned; whether or not a separate unit; where
personnel and/or unit are locatecl. in library hierarchy); (2) item selec-
tion (number and typed); (3) organization of the collection (separate
and/or integrated; number of documents bound; storage/shelving aids;
and number of pieces); (4) record keeping practices (samples of record
cards, ar:?angement in shelf list order or ilphabetically); (5) patron
use of collection; and (6) other matters.

Worksho s Seminars and Conferences.

In response to question 44, "have you conducted or sponsored any
workshops, seminars , conferences , or stini1r ovonto for depositories in
your region?", nine regionals reported that they had cpencored or eon-
ducted a total of 19 such events. Twenty five regionals reported that

they had not. Several of these latter regionals reported that they
planned to do so in the future. These, meetings are yet another facet
of reference assistance, not required by law, but designed to improve
the service provided by, and to all depositories in the region. Three
or these meetings were conducted as part of other larger meetings or
conferences: two in connection with a state library association con-
ferc'nee, and one in conjunction with a state library conference on
interlibrary loan.
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The proceedings of five of these meetings have been published: those
of' California! 9 (includes proceedings of three separate meetings in one
publication), New York 10 and Illinois.11 The Illinois meeting whose
proceedings were published in a regular issue of the Illinois .1_412raries
provides a model of this genre and is a good starting point for any
regional which wishes to take this route.

Before the Illinois workshop, a survey and questionnaire was sent
to the other depositories. The replies provided information about the
depositories themselves, plus ideas about problem areas and subjects
which could be scheduled for discussion. The workshop itself was con..

ducted in three parts. In the morning, formal presentations were made
by several guest speakers, and several Illinois documents librarians on
subjects which it was hoped would interest and inform the group. In the

afternoon, the assembly was broken down into three discussion groups. A
transcript was taken on the main problem areas discussed. Each group had
a moderatoe, resource person, and recorder. The topics for discussion
were interlibrary cooperation; bibliographical control; and selection,
use and servioing of documents. At the clos e. of the workshop in the eve-
ning, a summary was presented of the major problems discussed, together
with recommendations for further action. 12

Newsletters and Announcements.

In response to question 46, ndo you issue a newsletter or similar
annoucement to inform depositories about the program, or about specific
public aVeeld, series, or item?", only four regionals replied "yes".
Such a device coUd he used to exchange information among the depos-
itories within the ree.on. It might even include discard and duplicate
lists. From my response, the model of this genre was "The Shipping List"
published by the University of Virginia Alderman Library. Other region-
al libraries who are interested in following this route would do well to

examine an issue for ideas.

Other Refercnce Assistance.

In response to question 47, "what other essistance do you provide
to depositories?", the f ollowing things were specifically mentioned:
union list of items selected by depositories within the region (three
times); advice on organization and management of depository collection;
advice on regulations regarding (lisposal; inviting visits from depos .
itories to discuss their problems ; first choice on duplicates. One

regional reported a commendable offort which it coordinates regarding
the problem of non-depository publications. It collects and consolidates
lists of non-depository publications for which a SuDocs number has not
appeared in the Monthly CataloK, and sends them to the Superintendent
of Documents with the request that a number be assigned. One regional
answered "any required", and another regional answered unfortunately
"not enough", which taken together illustrates a devotion to service
exercised by regional libraries within their limited resources of
personnel., time, and money.
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VII. FEDERAL SUPPORT.

The last part of the survey attempted to get the opinions of re-
gional depository librarians on the need for and/or desireability of
providing federal support to accomplish the added responsibilities of
a regional library. The subject was brought up and discussed repeatedly
during the House committee hearings in 1957 and 1958 on depository lib-
rary law revisions.1 However, by mit 1962 during the Senate hearings
there was little or no mention about federal support for the regionals.
What c aused the differenc e?

Congressional Hearirgs on Federal Support.

In the earlier House hearings many of the witnesses for the library
profession testified that a depository library would probably not accept
the added regional responsibilities without beinF provided federal sup-
port. The subcommittee members apoeared to be rdecIptive to providing
such support also.2 As originally introduced, the depository library
law amendmont would have required the regional to accept and retain for
a minimum of 20 years, two copies of each depository publication. (H.R.
9186, 85th Congress). All other depositories would have been required
to retain them for only 10 years. The library profession witnesses
testified that a regional (or research) library would wish to retain
most government plablications permanently,3 and that the requirement to
retain two copies of all pub)loations would require the regionals to
provide double the adlount of storage space then usod. This represented
a considerable additional expense and investment.

When the revisee. 'All was reintroduced in 1962, it had been amended
to provide that a ro.irkal would be required to retain only one copy (or
a raicrofacsimile) pcintInently N. R. va, 87th Congrcer.). Not only was
the requirement to retain two copies dropped from the bill, but a pro-
vision was added for tho Superintendent of Documents to provide the
regionals "micro facsimile copies of certain dopository public ations
within the limits of available aporopriations," The intent of this
provision was that the federal government would provide microforms of
olLz. and/or less usod documents (particularly voluminous material)
which the regional could substitute for its hard copy to conserve space.
This was apparently insorted to offset the added cost to the regionals
in performing their additional responsibill ties.

However, the Public Printer strongly object now about his added
costs,4 and influenced the deletion of this provision from the act.
The library respresentatives apparently did not object too strongly to
this deletion because they had achieved their major goal from the
legislation: increased the number of congressional designations from
1 to 2 for each senator and representative. They had also pushed
through the provision that non-GPO publications would be provided
through the depository library system. The Public Printer was probably
more violently opposed to the non-CP0 public ations provision. 5 So the
librarians came out even in their battles with the Public Printer:
won one, and lost one.
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Additional. Resources Expended by Re ionals.

In response to question 48, "what additional resources have you
added, or expended due to your designation as a regional?", 11 regional s
replied "none'', and 18 regionals listed some type of augmentation (of
these, 11 mentioned additional space, and 12 mentioned additional per.
sonnel.) However, it is difficult to determine if these additional re-
sources were due mainly to their designation as a regional, or were due
to normal growth. During the past decade, the number of active items has
increased appreciably, though the non-GPO items authorized by the 1962
law represent little of this increase. Not only has the number of items
increased, but the number of pieces, and the size of those pieces tor
many items has greatly increased. More items have been added than have
been withdrawn.

How have the documents collections of the regionals increased as a
result of their new status? They must now accept all items offered.
However, most of the regionals were previously "all" depositories, or
had selecte::1 t,arly all of the items offered. They are now required by
law to retail. rs11 der.:sitori pablications permanimtly, either in hard
copy or However, c..s research librars it is probable that
most of them ct-ould have retained much of these materials anyway. Indeed,
the bill as criginally introduced would have pei.i:itted a 20 year retention
period, which was changed to P. permanent retention period primarily due
to the testimony of the library profession witnesses. I do not feel that
the collections have increased appreciably solely due to the assumption
of regional responsibilities.

How about interlibrary loan responsibilities? The evidence from
this survey is inconclusive. It appears that most of the regionals pro-
vide interlibrary loan service to all libraries which might otherwise
be in the area served by the parent library. It is difficult to isolate
the number of requests which have come specifically from the other de-
positories in the region. It was also impossible to determine from the
survey whether the amount of interlibrary loan service provide to other
depositories as required by law has been influenced by the liberal five
year retention and discard provisions of the law.

Most of the added responsibilities and need to expend additional
resources occur in the area of providing assistance in disposal, and
for reference assistance. The regional must receive requests from, and
authorize a selective depository to discard any publication which it has
held a minimum of five years. However, the added amount of resources
which it mus t expend to perform this function is within its control.
Both the law and Instructions to Dfsmitorx Iii,brer.ies permit the re-
gionals to erxercise t1-.e ',widest possible latitude n their operations."
Tile regional may prescribe what type of discard list it wants: general,
detailed, partially dotailed, or none at all. Requirements for a de-
tailed list may indeed discourage some depositories from seeking per-
mission to discard older materials.

The regional may also determine the amount of assistance it will
provide to help the depositories to dispose of the unwanted materials.
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It may require the holding library to make all offerings and process the
requests for the materials. On the other hand, the regional mgy act as
a clearinghouse and ecimbine the lists from its dermsitories, mail the
offering lists, process the replies, and then issue instructions to the
holding library on where to send the materials. The regional may even
relieve the depository of all work in the disposal operations, except
submitting a general list. It may ask the depositories to ship all dis-
cards to the regional library, which would then complete the disposal
process to include preparing and mailing consolidated offering lists,
processing the replies, and shipping the materials.

As for added resources needed to fulfill the requirements for
providing referenee assistanceu, this may also be controlled by the
regional library depending on wbether it wishes to play an acttve or a
passive role. If it plays a passive role, the amount of resources
devoted to this service may be negligible. It it plays an active role,
the amount mgy be considerable. Some of the things which the more
active regionals have done to provide such assitance were discussed in
section VI: making periodic visits, conducting workshops and confer.
ences, publishing newsletters and announcements, etc.

Types of Federal Supp9rt Recommended.

In response to question 49, "do you feel that the federal government
should furnish additional support to the regional?", 28 regional librar-
ians answered ups", 2 answered "no", and four did not reply. Of the two
documents librarians who answeimi "no", one felt that federal support
should be supplied only if the regional library is a private institution.
So far, all regional libraries are publicly supported institutions. The
other regional libra...Yn felt that a library had accepted the added res-
ponsibility knowing that federal support was not provided by the law,
and therefore it did not have to volunteer to accept the designation.'

The regional librarians were also asked to indicate what type of
additional federal support should be provided. Their replies may have
been influenced by the fact several tynes of support were suggested in
the question. The following types of support wilich had been suggested
were specifically mentioned: travel money (9 times), dupli cates (9
times), and microforms (15 times). FUndt for additional personnel were
mentioned five times. The following items were mentioned at least once
each: storage costs, commercial indexes and references for government
publications, non-depository pubaications, microform equipment (men*
tioned together with microforms), free postage, funds for workshops,
and funds for binding. These items are discussed below.

replicates and Microforms.

Regional librarians would like to have duplicates provided for
heavily used materials only. They do not want two copies of all de-
pository publications which would have been provided by the bill orig-
inally introduced in 1957. They would also like microform for several
reasons: as back-up for their original hard copy, and in other cases
to substitute for the original hard copy to conserve storage space.
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A number of depository publications are available in microform. These
were discussed on pages 13-15 above. Federal funds might be provided
for regionals to purchase these materials.

During 1962 the
Ilipublic

Printer was opposed to furnishing microforms
which would have been concerned with older materials. These were intended
to save space (and costs) for the regionals. Now the Public Printer has
proposed his own microform publishing program, which will be limited to
newly published materials. This program is being promoted as a cost
saver for the federra government. It would provide depository copies in
microform in lieu of the more expendive printed copies. The program may,
however, provi.-19 to the regionals: only, both microform and printed copies
of each prI:lication. One rozional librarian suggested that the federal
government furnish the netyissary reading equipment along with microform.
This is not included in the proposed program.

--- Add:it:11:1,J staff.

Fie rn;:l librarians suggested that federal funds be provided
for addition:1 s Leif. ATiardinr of such grants talz,ht be difficult to
administer. ny federal !: which is providr,l should be solely for
those) addi't:ional expnnsus incurred as a result or the added regional
responsibilities. Those may I-xi difficult to isolate. The amount of
additional expenses would vary depending on whether the regional plays
an active or a passive role. The number of depositories served would
have some influence. The type of library organization for documents
service may also be a factor. A separate documents department usually
has responsibilities for other government documents which may include
state documents, Oreign government documents, U.N. documents, and
technical reports. In an integrated or partially integrated collec-
tion, responsibilities for certain functions are fragmented and it
would, be difficult to determine how much these other departments
contribute to the documents operation.

In any case, I feel that the programs should be given more support
by the libraries which have accepted these important responsibilities.
A previous survey limitod to academic libraries which are regionals
shows the very limited taff which are operating these programs: 19
academic regionals reported that the average number of full time equiv-
alent personnel assigned to government documents work was: librarians -
1.6; librarian assistants (non-professionals) - 2.1; and student astis-
tants - 1.6. It is generally acknowledg9d that government documents are
most heavily used in academic libraries.° At most of the reporting
libraries, these personnel were also responsible for other types of
government documents in addition to U.S. depository publications. Ser-
-vice hours are usually much longer at academic libraries, although a
separate documents department may not maintain the same hours as the
rest of tho library.

--- Free Postage for ILL and Disposal Operations.

One regional librar ian suggested that free post age should be
provided. This remark could have referred to postage costs incurred
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in interlibrary loan and also disposal operations. As such, it could
be expanded to include administrative costs for these operations. For
example, in disposal operations (gift and exchange) the donor library
has traditionally requested reimbursement only for shipping charges
(usually postage). However, a considerable amount of other expenses
is involved: offering lists must be prepared, mailed, and processed;
suitable shipping materials (boxes, tape, labels, etc.) must be ob-
tained; and the packages must be packed and prepared for shipment.

Thus a regional or library which makes an effort to find a willing
home for the maximum number of pieces, while destroying the minimum num-
ber, incurrs a greater cost than the library which exercises less init-
iative and takes tho easy route. Provision of federal, supoort,to this
activity may encourage more regionals to take a more active role, and to
establish greater cooperation among themselves in exchanging duplicate
lists.
--- Reference Books and Indexes.

One regional librarian suggested that federal funds (or the actual
books) should be provided for commercially produced reference books and
indexes pertaining to U.S. government documents. I would imagine that
such reference books as Sylvia Mechanic Is Anotated Liet of Selected
United1;tates Government Publications Available to Dpository Libraries,
and the Conpr:Issional Information Servi7;77.153" Index would fall into
these catugories. As a minimum, the next decennial index to the Monthly
Catalog should be provided free to the regionals if it will be a $ ales
item as was the last l951-1960 index.

Non-Denositoryations.
Another regional librarian suggested that funds should be made

available to obtain non-depository publications, since the regionals
of Len receive requests for these materials. This apoears to be beyond
the intended scope of the current depository library program. However,
perhaps this should not be so, and the non-GPO publications provision
of the Depository Library Act of 1962 should be broadly interpreted to
include this. A case ng:.3ht be made for making the regional, depositories
full service libraries for all available federal government publications.
If this were the case, the f.leral government might pay the annual sub-
scription fees for the Documents Expediting Project (Doclilx), and for the
Readex Microprint non-depository service (to include all back years).
The federal government might also designate the regional libraries to
receive one copy (hard copy or microform) of all publications listed
in the Government Reports Annoucrments.

Conducting Worksho s Conferences etc.

Another regional librarian suggested that the federal government
might furnish funds for conducting workshops, conferences, and similar
meetings. Such a request would require the federal government to
define more specifically the term nreferenco assistance,/ in the law.
At present it appears that the state libraries, especially when they



are also the state library authority, are more interested in conducting
workshops, They see their responsibilities as regional depositories
for federal documents to be merely an extension of their responsibility
to provide or support state wide general library service.7 However,
the state university and metropolitan public library depository usually
does not have such state wide commitments to provide library service,
and is more reluctant to assume such a role.

Bindine.

Another regional librarian suggested that federal funds should be
made available for binding. Most government publications are print ed
in paper back copy. One regional reported that since it has assumed
that status it would like to have most of its depository materials bound.
In his Instructions to Depository Libraries the Superintendent of
Documenrizatet--7. Eat "ITOTiries are expected to include these publications
(unbound or in paper covers) in their binding program along with books,
periodir.a3s, and other privately published materials." ° However, in
this case, an oxception could be made for regional libraries. They are
required by law to retain these documents permanoritly; the other depos-
itories are not, and may disd them after five years retention. Fed-
eral funding in this area could be administered e.venly. Every regional
irrespective of its size, organization, or number of depositories which
it serves receives only one depository copy of a publication. Likewise,
if a publication is produced by GPO in ,a limited number of bound copies
for a previously select addience, that number should be increased (if
necessary) to provide one bound copy to each regional.

--- Travel Money.

The fact that travel money was mentioned nine times appears to in-
dicate that more regional librarians would like to make periodic visits
to the selective depositories within their region. The Superintendent
of Documents appears to encourage such visits by including this subject
on his Biennial Investigation Report. However, at present no federal
funds are provided for this purpose. Such visits are not required by
law, nor should they be unless reimbursement of travel expenses is pro-
vided. This would reuire the depository library law to more specifically
define the term oreference assistance.

If federal funds were provided for travel, they should be for assis-
tance only, and not for inspection purposes. At present, the Superinten-
dent of Documents has the responsibility and authority for inspection of
depository libraries. If this responsibility for inspection is to be
delegated, I feel that it should be transferred to the state library
authority, rather than to the regional library. Only 15 of the la re-
gional libraries are state libraries, and presumably the state library
authority for their state. Ln the other states, where the regionals
are academic and/or metropolitan public libraries, the regional might
act as an agent for the state library authority.
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PART I. THE DEPOSITORY LIBRARY ACT OF 1962.

1. U.S. Congress, Joint Committee on Printing, Government Depositorv
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Committee Print, 92d Congress, 2d session April 1972, pp 1-5 hereafter:.
ref erred to as "Committee 'Print, Government Dcpository Libraries, 1972")

Ail statistics relating to the number and type of depositories in
1972 are based on the material in this publication.

2. U.S. Congress, Senate, Committee oh Rules and Administration,
Subcommittee on the Library, Revising the Laws Relating to Depositorv
Libraries 87th Congress, 2d session, 1962, S.Rpt. 1587 to accompany
IETC71:f: p. 4 (hereafter referred to as "S.Rpt. 87-1587")
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3. U.S. Congress, Senate, Committee on Rules and Administration
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197-;2, p. 330.
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had to obtain a congressional dAsignation.

18. These aro H.R. 10316, 12605, 12606, 12778, and 12933.
19. Yuri Nakata, "Profile or Federal Depository Libraries in Illinois",

Illinois Libraries 53: 4,37 (thine 1971).
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The Powell Report, "The Depository Library System-an Examination
with Recommendations for Increasing its Effectiveness" was based on
returns to a questionnaire prepared jointly by the House Subcommittee
to Study Federal Printing and Paper Work of the Committee on House
Administration and the ALA Public Documents Committee. The chairman
of the Public Documents Committee was Benjamin E. Powell, Librarian
of Duke University.
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21. The Powell Report suggested that a "minimum percentage of around
50 percent should be required". (Ibid., p. 179)

22. Mildred Benson and Signe Otterson, Ro3ter of Federal Libraries
(Washington: George Washington University Medical Center, October 1970),
p.

23. Senate Hearings, 1962, PP. 59 and 110.
24. Ibid., pp. 91-92.
25. This count is based on items listed in U.S. Pdblic Documents

Department, Government Printing Office, List of Classes of United
States Government Documents Available for Selection by Depository
Libraries, revised to August 21, 1971.

267-1-enate Heartags, 1962, p. 68.
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28. Ibid., p. 62.
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4. U.S. Government Printing Office, Superintendent of Documents,
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APPENDIX A

QUESTIONNAIRE ON REGIONAL DEPOSIIURY LIBRARIES

PART I GENERAL

1. Name 0 k Library 2 Location:

3. Date library became regional depository:

4. Does your area of responsibility include the entire state?

5. If no, explain why, and describe what division of responsibility has
been made:

6. Are there any 'depositories of the executive departments or their
major bureaus and offices, or of independent federal agencies
located in your region? If yes, please describe the services
you provide to these depositories:

7. Describe your U.S. government documents collection (check a,b,or c):
a. separate b. integrated a. senarate,partially integrated

8. If you checked c above, give a rough estimate nf the number of titles
in the separate and in the integrated parts of the collection, and
the shelf space occupied by each in percentages (ex. Congressional
Record is one title but occupies considerable amount of shelf space.

shelf
titles

a. in the separate collection .
b. integrated in regular library collection...

PART II - RETENTION POLICY

The regional depository is considered to have the permanent collec-
tion for its region. Has this affected your retention policy for those
categories of items which you are authorized to dispose of in accordance
with Section 11 of the Superintendent of Documents Instructions to
Depository Libraries?

9. Do you retain bills and resolutions more than one year beyond the
close of the Congress? If you answered no, do you get a micro-
film edition of bills and resolutions?

10. Do you retain all, or part of the daily C,?ngressional Record after
the bound volumes have been received?

11. Do you retain advance copies of any of the following which are later
superseded by bound volumes:
a. Congressional reports and documents (s/s by Serial Set)?
b. Slip laws (s/s by Statuter at barge)?
c. Treaties and Other bternatio nal Acts 77 by . Treaties)?

d. Preliminary census reports G7by final bound repC7F.07
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12. Do you file loose leaf page changes?

13. Do you retain older editions of publications which have been
revised or superseded by new editions?

14. Do you retain annual or biennial publications of a statistical
nature which merely revise figures or information and bring them
up to date?

15. Do you retain material which has an expiringeffect date, such as
Civil Service examination announcements, self expiration date
circulars, etc.?

16. Do you retain the daily House Calendar other than final volume?

1?. Do you have collectionsof U.S. government documents in microform?

18. If you answered yes to question 17, do you discard the paper copy of
documents which are reproduced in the microform edition?:

ZART

In his Sucla Instruction to Piccione]. Depositories dated November 7,
1962 the Superintendent of Documents offered guidelines and suggested
that as a minimum a request for permission to discard should include
"current item number, series title, and approximate extent of holdings."

19. Have you issued implementing instructions in the form of a guide,
pamphlet, letter, etc. which has been distributed to your selec-
tive depositories? If yes, please enclose copy of directive.

20. Are you satisfied with a general list of the approximate holdings on
the initial application, or do you initially require a detailed
list by individual title or number publication in a series?

21. Do you first screen the list and take pieces which you wish to add
to your collection, including duplicates?

22. Do you visit the library to inspect the, items on the lista_

23. Do you request the library to first attempt to find a taker for the
publicatisns in its local area?

24. Are lists circulated to all other depositories in the region?

25. Are lists of duplicates circulated out-of-state? If yes, are
these lists circulated by the regional? or holding library?

26. Do you maintain a want list of publications for your own and/or the
selective depositories in your region?

27, Do you accept publications for which there have been no takers, In
or out-of-state?
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28. Do your selective depositories have a tendency to request disposal
of publications on active items after holding them only five
years, or are most requests'for disposal on older publications
or discontinued items?

29. Please provide statistics, if available for the past three years:

1262 1970
a. Number of lists submitted ........ .. .. .

b. Number of publications on these lists ..... ......

c. Disposition of these publications:
(1) accepted by regional . cod ..

(2) transferred to libraries in vicinity of holder
(3) transferred to other libraries in region .....

(4) transferred to other libraries out-of-state ..

(3) destroyed .. ...

(6) sold as second hand books . .....

(7) sold as waste paper ..

(8) other . .. . ..... ...
1

.imais

30. Describe other policy and/or problems regarding disposal:

PART IV INTERLIBRARY LOAN
El

31. Are interlibrary loan requests for U.S. government documents proces.
sed by: Interlibrary Loan Office? Documents Office?
If a combination of both, describe procedure:

32. Provide statistics, if available for the past three years..
122 1970

a. Number of libraries submitting requests ...
b. Number of requests . ..4 e
c. Number of pieces loaned . ... ..

d. Number of requests not filled (policy) .... .....
e. Number of requests not filled (not in collection)

33. What restrictions, if any, do you place on interlibrary loans (cli.

entelle, loan period, type of materiel, etc. )? Please describe:

34. Do you circulate materials locally? If yes, please describe
loan policy, and any restrictions on loans:

35. Have you augmented your resources to provide interlibrary loans
(duplicates, microforms, etc.)? If yes, please describe:

36. Wet type of materials do you lack in your collection to satisfy
unfilled interlibrary loan requests?

NOTE: PLEASE PLACE ADDITIONAL COMMENTS ON THE REVERSE SIDE, OR ON A
SEPARATE SHEET OF PAPER;



...

PART V REFERENCE ASSISTANCE

37. In bis Bienniel Survey, the Superintendent of Documents asked if you
made periodic visits to depositories in your region. How many depos-
itories have you visited since your library became a regional?

38. How many depositories .have you visited during the past two years:
within 0.25 mile radius? 26-50 mile radius? 51-100 mile
radius? 101-150 mile radius? over 150 mile radius?

39. Illat was the purpose of the visits? What assistance was given?

40. Please provide statistics, if available for the past three years:

292 avs,
a. Number of telephone requests received . ..

b. Number of letters received ... .. ...

41. What type of referende assistance was provided on phone and letter
requests?

42. Do you assist new depositories in seiczting items?
+00101

43. Have you made a survey of the selective depositories in your region?
If yes, please provide copy, or indicate how it may be obtained.

44. Have you conducted or sponsored any workshops, seminars, conferences,
or similar events for the depositories in your regiont. If yes,
please indicate date(s), place(s), type of even(s), and number of
participants for each:

45. If they are available, please furnish copies of announcements, sched-

ules, proceedings, or other reports of these events. If they have
been published, please provide citation(s), and/or indicate where
they can be obtained.

46. Do you issue a newsletter or similar announcement to inform your
depositories about the program, or about specific publications,
series, or items? If yes, please describe and/or send copy.

47 . Teat other assistance do you provide to depositories?

PART VI .. FEDER/Mi.:WORT

48. When the regionals wore first propolcd it was often expressed that a
depository would not accept the responsibility of a regional with-
out federal support. What additional resources have you added,or
expended due to your 'Assignation as a regional (personal, space,
collections, etc.)?

49. Do you feel that the federal government should furnish additional
support to the regional? If yes, what kind (travel money,
duplicate copies, microform, etc.)?
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APPENDIX C - NUMBER OF NEVI DEPOSITORY LIBRARIES 1962.1972

State Univ Coll
Ala. 5 1
Alaska 1 -
Ariz. - 1
Ark. 1 4
Calif. 7 16
Colo, 2 2
Conn. 1 2
Del. - 1
D.C. 1 1
Fla. 8 2
Ga, 4 4
Hawaii 1 2

Idaho - 2
111. 5 5
Ind. 7 3
Iowa 1 2
Kan. - 1
Ky. 1 2
La, 6 3
Maine - -
Md. 1 3
Mass . 3 4
Mich. 4 11
Minn. 1 4
Miss. - 3
Mo, 1 4
Mont. - ..
Neb. 1 2
Nev. - -
N.H. - 3
N.J. 3 7
N.M. 1
N.Y. 9 16
Mar. 6 6
N.Dak. - 1
Ohio 11 8
Okla. 1 1
Ore. 2 3
Pa. 3 10
R.I. - 2
s.car. 1 7
S.Dak . - 3
Tenn.. 4 4
Tex. 9 9
Utah 1 3
Va. . 3
Va. 2 2
Was. - 4
W.Va. - 3
Wise. 5 2
Wyo. 3

*Tarr.. 1 -,._
TOTAL 121 185 27

358 27
* Canal Zone, Guam, Puorto Rico, and Virgin Islands

_ rm._

Publ State Exec Ind
Laws Lib Lib Spes pat ..6_4 TOTAL

1 2 1 - 13
- - i. - - ... 3. 2 . - . 4
- - I _ _ - 6
3 21 - 2 2 1 52
- 1 - - 1 - 7
- 2 - 2 - - 7
- . - `. . - 2
- - - - 8 3 13
- 6 .. - - - 19
1 3 MI UM ai 13. 3 - 1 - . 8
- - 1 01 MI 3
2 3 - 1 - - 16
1 1 - MD UM .. 12
1 - - - - - 4
2 1 .. .. .. - 5
1 . 1 .. - - 5
- - - IND 110 9
1 - - 1 - .. 2
1 - - - 1 1 8
. 4 - - - - 11
2 4 1 . 1 - 24

2 - - - .. 7
1 - - - - - 4
1 1 1 - - - 8
- - 1 1
- - - - - - 3
.. - a - - .. 0
- 1 - - - - 4
- 10 - - - - 20
,. - IIM UM =I IIM 2
- 14, - ... 1 - 32
. 3 - - - - 15
- 2 1 - - - 4
1 4 ... - - - 24
- 2 - 1 - 5
- - - - 1 - 6
1 8 - - 1 - 26
- 1 - - 1 - 4
-. 3 - - - - 11
- 1 - - - - 4
1 - a - - - 9
1 1 - - - - 23
1 - - - - NO 5
- - - - - - 3
1 2 - - 2 .. 11
1 2 - - - - 7
- 1 - - - - 4
. 4 1 - - - 12
- - MP UM 4
- - - 1 -

25
--3-
108 9 7 22 1 509
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APPENDIX D
LIST OF REGIONAL DEPOSITORY LIBRARIES

ALABAMA . University of Alabama Library, University, Ala.
ARrZONA - Department of Library and Archives, Phoenix, Ariz.

- University of Arizona Library, Tucson, Ariz.
CALIFORNIA . California State Library, Sacramento, Calif.
COLORADO - University of Colorado Libraries, Boulder, Colo.

- Denver Public Library, Denver, Colo.
(NOTE: also temporarily serving the state of Wryyming)

CONNECTICUT . Connecticut State Library, Hartford, Conn.
FLORIDA - University of Florida Libraries, Gninesville, Fla.
IDAHO . University of Idaho Library, Moscow, Idaho
ILLINOIS - Illinois State Library, Springfield, Ill.
INDIANA - Indiana State Library, Indianapolis, Ind.
IOWA . University of Iowa Library, Iowa City, Ia.
KENTUCKY - University of Kentucky,Margaret L. King Library,Lexington,Ky.
LOUISIANA Louisiana Polytechnic Institute, Prescott MeMorial Library,

Ruston, La.
. Louisiana State University Library, Baton Rauge, ta.

MAINE . University of Maine, Raymond H. Fogler Library, Orono, Me.
(NOTE:: also serves the states of New Hampshire and Vermont

MARYLAND - University-of Maryland, McKeldin Library, College Park, Md.
MASSACHUSETTS - State Library of Massachusetts, Boston, Mass.
MICHIGAN - Michigan State Library. Lansing,Mich.

- Detroit Public Library, Dotroit, Mich.
MINNESOTA . University of Minnesota,, Wilson Library, Minneapolis, Mahn.
MONTANA - University of Montana Library, Missoula, Mont.
NEVADA . University of Nevada Library, Reno, New.
NEW JERSEY- Newark Public Library, Newark, N.J.
NEW MEXICO . University of New Mexico,Zimmerman Library,Albuquerque,N.M.

- New Mexico State Library, Santa Fe, N.M.
NW YORK - New York State Library, Albany, N.Y.
NORTH CAROLINA . University of North Carolina Library, Chapel Hill, N.C.
NORTH DAKOTA . North Dakota University Library, Fargo, N.D.

(NOTE: in cooperation with University of North Dakota,
Chestar Fritz Library, Grand Forks, N.D.

OHIO - Ohio State Library, Columbus, Ohio
OKLAHOMA - Oklahoma Department of Libraries, Oklahoma City, Okla.
OREGON - Portland State University Library, Portland, Ore.
PENNSYLVANIA - Pennsylvania State Library, Harrisburg, Pa.
TEXAS . Texas State Library, Austin, Tex.

- Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Tex.
UTAH . Utah State University, Merrill Library, Logan, Utah
VIRGINIA- University of Virginia, Alderman Library, Charlottesville,Va.
WASHINGTON - Whshington State Library, Olympia, Wash.
VEST VIRGINIA - West Virginia University Library, Morgantown, W.Va.
WISCONSIN - Milwaukee Public Library, Milwaukee Mao.

- State Historical Society Library, M:dison, Wisc.
(NOTE: in cooperation with University of Wisconsin,

Memorial Library, Madison, Wis.


